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Chairman
Venceslao
Jaramillo has called a meeting
of the Republican state ccn- tral committee at Santa Fe on
January 2o, at 10 a. m., to fix
a date and place for the con- vention that will select the
eight delegates to the Repub- lican national convention
at
Chicago on June 18. The com- mittee will also take up the
matter of contests and recom- mendations for various appoint- ive offices and other matters
including the establishing of

permanent state headquarters.
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Special Election.
On January 22, a special selection
will be held in the Bloomfield. 'rriga-- ;
tion district of San Juan county to
authorize the issuance of $235,000 irrigation bonds for the construct:on of
irrigation works.
Notaries Public Appointed.
15. F. Miera, Beenham,
Union county; Carl S. Turner, Portales, Roosevelt county; Hugh W. Morrow,
Chaves county, were this morning appointed notaries public by Governor William J. Mills.
New Board of County Commissioners
Esquipula Jiron of Pojoaque, and
George M. Kinsell of Santa Fe quali
fied this morning as members of the
new boaTd of county commissioners
for Santa Fe county. Jose Ortiz y
Pino is the third member and will be
Ros-wel- l,

chairman.
Homestead Entries.
The following homestead entries
were recorded yesterday in the local
land office: William Coullon, Santa
Fe; Harley Z. Calhoun, East Las Vegas; John W. Meadlin, Willard; William O. Jenkins, Mitchell,
Neb.;
Thomas F. Butler, Levy; Robert Hickman, Moriarty; Celestino Ortiz,
Lon E. Jackson, Estancia;
Charles W. Ormsby, Willard; Elmer
F Cotton. Estancia; Oscar B. Young- reen, Nolan; Fitzhue N. McMillan,
Kingfisher, Okla.
Territorial Funds.
The following sums of money were
received in the office of the treasurer this morning, R. J. Palen: A. S.
Brookes, adjutant general, on account
of militia fund, $2.90; Chris Raithel,
treasurer of Luna county, $1743.40;
Camilo Sanchez, treasurer of Guadalupe county, $2485.39; Thomas P. Gable, game- and fish warden, on account of game protection fund, $1.25.
Incorporation.
The Luna County Telephone Association of Deming, Luna county, was
granted a charter yesterday by Nathan Jaffa, secretary of New Mexico.
The new company expects to build
and operate lines of communication
between towns, cities, villages and rural communities of Luna county. The
names of the incorporators, their addresses and the amount of stock held
Hugh Ramby each are as follows:
sey, Deming, sixty-sishares; Frank
Alfred L. Taylor, Deming,
Alfred L. Taylor, Deming, sixtey-seveshares. The agent's name is Arthur
A. Tempke, with an office at Deming.
- The capital stock of the company is
$25,000, $2,000 of which will he paid
up when the company begins business. The stock is worth at par,
A certificate of
$10.00.
was filed with the papers of ineorpor- x

sixty-seve-

n

Board of Equalization at the Capitol.
The Boardl of Equalization met this
morning at the Capitol and organized
for business after which, an adjournment was taken until 2 o'clock this
afternoon. The board will probably
be in session two or three days more
before work of fixing values for assessment on railroads, telegraph and
telephone lines is completed. Some
of the representatives of large public
oitilities corporations re: James V.
Berger, tax commissioner of the El
Paso and Northeastern R. R., headquarters at El Paso; Thomas J.
New-Tur-

real estate and tax agent for the
Chicago ami Rock Island lines, headquarters at Chicago; James Correy,
Teal estate and tax agent for the Den-Te- r
and Rio Grande R. R., with headquarters at Denver; Charles F. Eas-lerepresenting the New Mexico
Central R. R., Santa Fe; Judge H. L.
"Waldo, representing the A. T. and S.
F. R. R., Las Vegas; F. E. Haner representing the Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Company, Denver; Mr. Taliaferro, tax agent of the
A. T. and S. F. R. R., headquarters at
'
Topeka; William M. Atkinson, chairman of the board of county commissioners of Chaves county.
District Judges Qualify.
David J. Leahy has qualified as district judge at Las Vegas. District
Judge Herbert F. Raynolds was to
and
qualify today at Albuquerque
Judge E. L.. Medler at Las Cruces.
, Committed to Insane Asylum.
One of the last official acts of Judge
E. R. Wright was to commit to the
territorial asylum, for the insane at

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Chicago, 111., Jan. 9. Frank Hollo-way- ,
32 years old, who is also known
under different names, confessed to
the police today that he was con
cerned in two bank robberies, one at
Panama, and one at New Westminster,
B. C, in which $450,000 was stolen.
He also said he was wanted for two
murders and for many Tobberies in
Oklahoma.
The man was arrested on suspicion
of being a pickpocket.
To Inspector
Hunt, he said that with companions,
he blew the safe in the bank of the
Panama City Banking Company in
Panama City, and escaped- with
took part in the robbery of the
Bank of Montreal in New Westminster, B. C, last September, in which
$;;75,000 was stolen; shot and killed a
man named Schaefer in Panama City
ia a quarrel over the division of
spoils; shot Edward G. West, a railroad man in 1910 in Bogota, and forfeited a bond in Texas, where he was
under arrest. Holloway said $54,000
of his share of the robberies was hidden in a Chicago hotel, but declinel
to make its whereabouts known.
The police have received word from
Texas that a man of Holloway's dethere. He is
scription is wanted
about 5 feet 7 inches in height, of
medium stature, sallow
complexion,
dark eyes and pointed features.
A Notorious Criminal.
Tulsa, Okla., Jan. 9. Frank Holloway, held in Chicago, was well known
to the police of Texas and Oklahoma
cities. In a resort operated by Holloway here, he killed a man but was
not arrested as the police said that
$84,-0G-

(By Special Leased YTirs to New Mexican) (By Special Leased Wire to New
Mexican) (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Indianapolis, Ind., Jan. 9. Evidence X5i
Boston, .Mass.. Jan. 9. A nlea of
concerning the secret stores of dyna
SENATE.
guilty of murder in the first degree
was made by Rev. Clarence V. T.
mite and nitro glycerine kept at Tif2 p. m.
in the superior court todav.
at
Richeson
Met
fin, Ohio, Rochester,
Pa., Muncie,
Lorimer election committee Si and he was sentenced by Judge San- Ir.d., and various other places were
derson to death by electrocution some
questioned Edward Hines.
laid before the federal grand jury,
Trust hearings were resumuif.v uuring uie ween ot Jiay
V.nz.
which is investigating the alleged
Richeson had pleaded not guilty
ed
Commerce
the
Interstate
by
dynamite conspiracy.
Another queswhen arraigned. After his indictment
Committee.
Robert Bonynge,
tion to be inquired into was, "who,
on the charge of poisoning Avis
of Colorado, resigned from
if anyone besides John J. McXamara,
of Hyannis, Mass., his fiancee,
Monetary Commission.
knew the uses to which he put the
but following a written confession,
National Monetary Commis$1,000 a month allowed him as secretary-tinaule public Saturday last, he today
sion's final report submitted to
reasurer
of the International Asboth Houses.
retracted that pica and made a for- sociation of Bridge and Structural Iron
mal plea of guilty. It is understood
Senator Dupont spoke in
Workers and for which he was rethat a petition nia; be made to Gov- of the bill to raise
quired to give no accounting?"
iernor Foss and the executive counsel
volunteer forces during threatMcManigal was expected to appear
of the state to commute the death
ened or actual war.
before the investigators again today.
sentence to imprisonment for life.
HOUSE.
Met at noon.
Interstate Commerce Commission decided to hold immeATfONAL
BOATS
diate hearings on Panama canal legislation.
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01 JUNE 25
Democrats Decide to Wait
Until After Republican

Convention
T GET

THEIR TIP

"Sugar Trust" investigating
committee heard Dr. Wiley cn
sugar tests.

SIILLJISIG

Ways and Means Committee
was urged to recommend another date than December 31
for reports under the corporation tax law.
Accounts
committee
filled
the place of "extra stenographer" to House committee, who
struck because of reduced pay.
Hum phrey
R''irescntative
of Washington, attacked Democrats for abandoning Controller Buy inquiry.
Proposed visit to western reservations by committee on Interior Department expenditures denounced in debate as a

Torpedo Destroyers of Uncle
Sam Caught in Terrific
Storm

,.

FIRST

St. Louis Vainly Tries to Overcome Lead That Wilson
Gave Baltimore.

they thought the killing was provok(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican!
ed by the victim.
Washington, D. C, Jan. 9 The first
Holloway went to Fort Wrorth from business transacted
"junket."
today by the
here. He was arrested on the charge
Democratic national committee was
of bank robbery. He forfeited' a bond to
decide that the convention should
there, later to be arrested in Okla-- be held June 25, one week after the
The Democratic Way.
homa City. He was returned to Fort:
At
convention.
national
Republican
Washington, D. C, Jan. 9. A sharp
Worth, where he "jumped" his bail a; this
time, the place of the convention attack on the Democrats for abandonsecond time.
tad not been determined. St. Louis ing the investigate ..of the "Dick to
was working hard to overcome
the Dick" episode was made in the House
PROGRESSIVE MINISTER IS
Baltimore lead.
today by Representative Humphrey of
PRESIDENT OF CONVENTION.
Washington, D. C, Jan. 9. Chicago Washington.
made an offer of $40,000 to the DemMr. Humphrey said: "The investiOhio Will Have Referendum, Initia- ocratic fund. This announcement
lias been abandoned and the
tive and Recall in New Fundacaused a stir and apparently increas- gation
is because the testimony
reason
real
mental Law.
ed Chicago's chances materially.
of those witnesses was not what the"
Baltimore's bid followed Chicago's,
(By Special Leased Wire to Wew Mexican) C. P. Hershy called out a storm of wanted."
9.
HerRev.
Columbus, Ohio, Jan.
Wiley Is Thin Skinned.
cheers when he drew from his pocket
bert S. Bigelow of Cincinnati, who a certified check for $100,000 and
laid
D. C, Jan. 9. Dr. H.
Washington,
made his campaign for office chiefly it
W. Wiley, the government food guarupon the table.
on his endorsement of the initiative,
The claims of St. Louis were pre- dian, is getting thin skinned. He adreferendum and recall, was elected sented next. That
city offered to be mitted it today to the House commitpresident .of the Ohio Constitutional more liberal in appropriations for the tee which is trying to fix responsibilConvention on the eleventh ballot convention work than
eva)r before, ity for last summer's high prices of
here today.
but no definite amount was offered. sugar. Chairman
was
Hardwick
Air. Bigelow's victory is expected to
Edward M. Tierney then spoke for tiying to lead Dr. Wiley from- the path
insure the adoption into the new con New York City. As soon as the New of a
protective tariff into the tariff for
stitution of the initiative, referendum York bid was in, the committee began revenue
only channel.
and recall, direct primaries and oth balloting.
Dr. Wiley showed the committee
er policies advocated by the
Baltimore Lands Convention.
how sugar is tested by the polaris-ccpe- .
Progressives.
Washington, D. C, Jan. 9. The
He urged people to eat more
Democratic national convention will common
yellow sugar and praised
in Baltimore,
be held
IT COST HUNT $1,084. TO
beginning beet sugar.
- BE
ELECTED GOVERNOR. Tuesday, June 25. The choice was
a pound,
"Would the price of 7
made late today by the Democratic
First State Executive Files Detailed nptional committee., after a spirited charged for sugar during the rise in
contest and after representatives of ' that product, have been lowered if
Statement of His Expenses
and there was n.o beet sugar on the marBaltimore, St. Louis, Chicago
During Campaign.
Denver presented the claims of those ket?" asked Representative Fordney.
"No," was the reply.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) cities in detail. A Globe, Ariz., Jan. 9. It cost Geo.
Two ballots were taken. On the
W. Hunt $1,084 to be elected govern- first ballot, Baltimore received 23 balTHE INAUGURATION
or of the new state of Arizona, ac- lets; St. Louis 18; Chicago 3; DenMr. ver 6, and New York 1.
cording to a statement which
Hunt , forwarded today to the territoOn the second ballot the vo'e for
In some unknown manner a X
rial secretary at Phoenix. Contribu- Baltimore was unanimous, this being X
X
tions to the Democratic
campaign considered a victory for teh president X report has gained circulation
X that the inauguration date has X
committee accounted for $400; anoth tial ambitions of Woodruff Wilson.
and X
X again been postponed,
er $200 went to hotels and restau
Permissive Plan of Primaries.
X
of
executive
the
members
X
rants. The railroads received $180
for
committee
a
call
The
adopted
for fares and newspapers $134 for delegates embodying the permissive X committee have been busy all X
it. The date has X
subscriptions.
plan of primaries and finally adjourn- X day denying
X not been changed.
It will oc- - X
ed shortly before 4 o'clock.
X cur on Monday, January 15, as X
SUPREME COURT UPHOLDS
In National Guard Armory.
,., INTERSTATE
COMMISSION.
Baltimore, Md., Jan. 9. The Dem- X previously announced, so make X
ocratic national convention will be X your prep: rations to attend X
Rates on held in the Fifth Regiment Armory, X with ihat date in mind. The X
Railroads Must Reduce
Lumber From the Northwest
which can accommodate more than X date has now been pretty well X
to Mississippi Valley.
X scattered over ihe territory, all X
20,000 persons.
X the daily and weekly papers X
NEW YORK STEAMER STRANDED X having received word that ft X
.By Special leased Wire to New Mexican
Washington, D. C, Jan. 9. The
IN CAPE COD BAY. X will be held on the 15th, and it ' X
orders of the Interstate Commerce
X could not be changed now X
Commission restoring and' reducing Wllhelmina High and Dry Off Truro X 'without endless confusion.
X
the rates on lumber from the northBut in No Immediate Danger of
X
Another feature of the inau- - X
western states to the Mississippi valComplete Loss.
X guration which has not been X
ley and east to what they were before 'By Special Leased tvii-- to New Mexican) X
generally understood is that X
9.
November 1, 1907, were approved and
The
Jan.
Provincetown, Mass.,
X
from 8 to 10 there will he a re- - X
upheld today by the supreme court of New York steamer Wilhelmina, bound X
which will be open to X
ception
the United States. The United States from Weymouth, Mass., to Newport X
the public. This will be held X
thick
circuit court for Minnesota had en- News, Va., stranded during
in the Palace of the Governors, X
weather early today, one mile off the X
joined enforcement of the ordeis.
X
and
everyone interested is in- - X
town
in
of
the
Pamet river
south
X
to attend.
vited
X
steamHOPE HELD OUT FOR
of Truro in Cape Cod bay. The
Commencing at 11 o'clock X
STARVING CATTLE. er was practically high and dry at X
X there will be dancing for those X
(By Special Leased Wtre to New Mexican) low tide and although a stiff westerly
- X
wind was sweeping over the bay the X holding tickets to the InaugurDalhart, Texas, Jan. 9. Hope for vessel was not considered to be in X al ball, and because it starts X
the lives of thousands of starving cat- immediate danger. The crew remain- X late it will continue until about X
The refreshment X
X 2 o'clock.
tle on the ranges was held out today ed on board.
X room also will be open from 11 X
by a sudden rise in temperature to
X to 2, and good things to eat X
forty degrees above zero. This is the COAL OIL IS ADVANCED
X
first thaw in he Texas Pan handle
ANOTHER TEN POINTS. X will be on hand in plenty.
committee X
The executive
for three weeks.
(Bv Special Lea'ted Wire t New Mexicani X
New York, N. Y., Jan. 9. The Stan- X and the chairman and vice X
Las Vegas, Elizabeth Hall of Plains, dard Oil Company today announced X chairman of all the other com- - X
Quay., county, who labored under the an advance of ten points in all grades X mittees will meet at 4 o'clock X
hallucination that her ' brother , had of refined petroleum, making refined X this afternoon for the purpose X
teen murdered and who therefore in cases 9.10 cents per gallon: stan- X of completing all arrangements X
flourished1 knives and revolvers at ev- dard white in barrels $7.60, and re- X for the big affair.
X
ery one she suspected of the murder. fined in bulk $4.10.
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

the vessels.

Seven of the destroyers are at Bermuda, the Terry is in Hamilton Roads,
and the Roe en route to Hampton
Roads.
Another Steamer Wrecked.
Provincetown, Mass., Jan. 9. Another steamer has gone ashore. The
revenue cutter Gresham has gone to

the steamer's assistance.
Haze is Thick.

Provincetown, Mass., Jan. 9. The
steamer struck bottom more than a
mile off shore and as there is considerable haze, her identity has not
been learned. She is not in immediate danger.
SENATOR

LORIMER

GOES

ON THE STAND.

That He
He Denies Categorically
Ever Paid for a Vote or Influence in Legislature.
(Bv Special Leased W're to New

Mmct-1- 1

Washington, D. C, Jan. 9. Senator Lorimer took the witness stand
ir, his own defense at 3:13 this afternoon after the committee again had
questioned Edward Hines, the Chicago lumberman. In anticipation of
hearing Lorimer's testimony, the committee room was crowded, women,
being in the majority. "Did you ever
pay any money or anything of value
to anybody 'for your election?" asked
Attorney Hanecy for Lorimer.
"I did not."
Mr. Lorimer,

then in answer to
questions, categorically denied any
knowledge

of bribery.
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are believed to be intact.
message to the House of RepresentaImprisoned in Vaults.
tives today President Taft announced
William Oiblin, president of the that this government would refuse to
Mercantile
Safe Deposit Company, admit free wood pulp and paper from
was imprisoned with three other em- any nation other than Canada, until
ployes in the vaults a:id was rescued the proper conns have decided the
after the firemen had sawed through question raised by sevrral European
several
steel bars. One man governments
under the favored nais believed to have lost his life in the tion clauses of their treaties. After
vaults.
the passage of the Canadian reciproDeputy Fire Chief Walsh was im- city bill by which wood pulp and paper from Canada were admitted fre
prisoned in the burning structure.
into the United States, six European
Fire Stops All Business.
The fire was in the heart of the fin- countries demanded that their wood
ancial district, and the flames were pulp and print paper also be admitted
ftee.
fought mainly from the tops of towthe message the
Accompanying
Business was
ering
President sent to the House letters
brought almost to a complete standstill from
Secretary of State Knox and
among banking and brokerage houses,
whose employes could not reach the Secretary of the Treasury MacVeagh,
scene of their daily activities. Finan- containing information as to the countries interested and as to the amount
cial firms stopped business to care
of wood pulp and paper imported in
for the firemen.
to this country since last .Tulv when
Most of the vital records of theitfte reetn.-n.'itMii
Equitable Life Assurance Society,
The President says that the queswere kept in the branch offices in the tions of law now raised can be better
safes of the Hazen building, several considered in a court of law than by
blocks from the main offices.
executive construction.
Fire Started in Cafe.
The Equitable occupies the block SHORTAGE OF
POTATO CROP
between Broadway and Nassau streets
TEACHES AN OLD LESSON.
and Pine and Cedar streets. The fire
was first discovered on the ground
People Should Learn to Eat Rice Defloor in a store room of the Gate
clares F. N. Barrett of the
and carried by a draught of
American Grocer.
air, shot upward through an elevator
shaft, setting fire to the upper floor.
(Bv Special Ltaseil Wire to New Mexican
Gale Swept Streets.
New York, Jan. 9. The shortage of
A general alarm was turned in. A the
potato crop should teacii the
gale sweeping through
the streets American people to eat rice, is the
drove the flames through the building opinion of F. N.
Barrett, a well known
from end to end. Within two hours, expert and editor of the American
it was a mass of flames and the fire- Grocer.
men working to prevent the flames
Mr. Barrett says. "One pound of
from spreading to surrounding build- rice costs 10 cents at retail. It conings.
tains as much nourishment as several
Pumped River Into Structure.
pecks of potatoes. American grown
Five alarms were turned in, and rice from South Carolina, Louisiana,
fire tugs from the North and East and Texas, is the best in the world
rivers grouped themselves at a con- and the supply is immense."
venient dock and pumped volumes
of water in the building.
Three watchmen in the building Gean
away, the dying man turned to
to fight the him and pityingly said: "For God'3
heroically remained
flames with fire extinguishers,
but sake, Father, take me out of here, I
they were finally driven to the roof. am dying. Can't you get at 'me?"
Firemen made a heroic attempt to
Two porters in the Safe Deposit
save them and scaling ladders were
Company were rescued from the baserun up.
ment when the sidewalk caved in.
Heroes Kneel and Pray.
They were injured and removed to a
Rescuers got as high as the fourth hospital.
floor when the watchmen, their forms
Veritable Blast Furnace.
outlined against the glare of the
The fire was finally confined to the
flames, were seen to kneel and pray,
me lmiues nau,
rmiiuiug.
and then, as the corner of the build- the intensity of a blast furnace. The
ing on which they were standing, fell heavy floors of the building buckled
they jumped to the street. The fire- - under the white heat of the fire and
men on the scaling ladders had diffi-- fell in while the walls crumbled and
culty in making their way back to the dropped, piecemeal, into the streets.
streets
Costliest Building But One.
Fire Chief and Men Caught.
Parts of the Brooklyn fire depart
Deputy Fire Chief William Walsh ment were sent to aid in
ana tive tiremen were caught when the spread of flames. Withpreventing
the ex-- a
section of floor in an upper story ception of one insurance building, the
gave way. The firemen managed to building of the Equitable Life Assur-reac- h
a window ledge from which ance Society had a greater assessed
they were rescued by means of a life valuation than any other building in
line, but when they looked back, Chief the financial district, the figures be- Walsh had disappeared in the smok- ing $12,100,000.
ing ruins.
Other Occupants.
Rescued From Vault.
Other occupants of the Equitable
Fire Commissioner Johnson discov- Building besides the Harriman railered William Giblin, president, in the roads were the executive offices of the
vaults of the Mercantile Safe Deposit Western Maryland railroad,
together
Company, where he had gone, in an with the law offices of Herbert Satter-leattempt to save some valuable papers.
of J. P. Morgan, and
Giblin was rescued after the firemen Alexander & Green.
had sawed through several steel bars.
The offices of the Harriman Line8
With him was a watchman.
Mr. Gib- which were in the building, were belin was then taken to the Hudson ing moved to 105 Broadway. EveryStreet hospital. He was very weak, thing had been moved save the papers
but in no immediate danger.
in the legal department.
Heroic Priest Administrates Last
Harriman's Autobiography Destroyed.
Rites.
Many valuable records, including
A man, pinned under a mass of the
autobiography of E. H. Harriman
debris, near the vaults, received the rt'ere there, and it was believed that
last rites from Father McGean of the these and other valuable records were
Fire Department
Father MoGean destroyed.
President Lovett of the Harriman
nearly lost his life when administering the rites, the firemen dragging Lines said that, as all of the Uniou
him away Just as a shower of bricks and Southern Pacific securities held
and stones fell on the spot where he in the treasury were kept outside the
had been kneeling.
city, the monetary loss to the rail- As the firemen carried Father Mc- - j roads would be small.
000
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DETERMINED

EFFORT TO
EXCLUDE EVIDENCE.

Forenoon at Beef Packers' Trial
Again Devoted to Arguments
on Legal Points.

1

'

FOR THEM

(Bv Special Leased Vrire to Ne7 Mexicani
Washington, D. C, Jan. 9 All but
two the Mayrant and McCall, of the
fourteen United Siaes torpedo boat
destroyers caught in the terrific storm
i't sea late last week while engaging
in a war game en route to Guantani-mo- ,
Cuba, are accounted for according
to a dispatch from Rear Adinirtil
Winsiow, commanding the second division of the Atlantic fleet which has
been sweeping the seas in search of
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LOOKING

High Seas Near Bermuda Are
Being Swept in Search
for Vessels.
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(By Special Leased Wire lo New Mexican) (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
ew lone,
i
Y., Jan. 9. The great
uMiingion, u. ('., Jan. !). A bat- maroie
building of ihejtalion ot infantry consisting of 500
Equitable Life Assurance Society at men will be sent by the United States
120 Broadwav. the homo nf iIip Mnr. to China tn liptn
nr..
pantile Trust Company, the Kquitable communication between Peking and
Trust Compan
the banking House tne sea. This force is ali that is re.of Kountze Brothers, the Mercantile quired, in the opinion of Minister CalSafe Deposit Company and the
houn, after consultation with the other diplomatic officers in Peking.
Lines, was destroyed
early
General Bell Ordered to China.
today by fire.
Washington. D. C, Jan. 9. Orders
Four men are known to be dead and
were cabled to General Bell at Manila
five injured in the fire; several
s
immediately
are missing, including Battalion late today to embark
with the 300 troops for Chin Wang
Chief Walsh.
Tao, China. They are to act. under
The fire was still burning in the the
directions of American Minister
debris in the basement of the build- Calhoun.
ing this afternoon.
Conservative estimates of the damage placed the loss
PRESIDENT TAFT SENDS
in the neighborhood
of $10,000,000
SPECIAL MESSAGE.
while others say the loss will run as
high as $13,000,000.
This Government Will Refuse to AdAccording to an officer of the Equimit Free Wood Pulp From
table, the great safety deposit, vaults
Foreign Countries.
in the building contained last night

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Chicago, 111., Jan. 9. A determined
effort to have excluded from the record all documentary evidence identified by Witness Jerome H. Pratt, and
involving several letters alleged to
contain pencil notations by J. Ogden
Armour, Arthur Meeker and Thomas
J. Conners, was made by counsel for
the defense when the trial of ten Chicago packers was resumed; today.
The motion was made at the opening of court and came at a moment
Wilkerson
when District Attorney
was preparing to read to the jury a
number of the documentary exhibits.
The jury was excused and the entire
morning session was taken up with
the arguments of counsel on the sub.

ject.
WISCONSIN INCOME TAX
STATUTE IS CONSTITUTIONAL.
i

By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican

i

Madison, Wis., Jan. 9. The legality
of the income tax law enacted by the
last legislature, was sustained in a decision by the supreme court today.

:

e,
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The Little Store
Year To All

A Hapy New

DEMONSTRATION TRAIN HERE
STOMACH DISTRESS
ON INAUGURATION DAY.
AND DYSPEPSIA GO.'

Heartburn, Gas and Indigestion
Five Minutes After Taking

1912

HAD BEEN DOGT

to School Children
for Best Essays Letters to

AYEAR FO

Be 500 Words.

1

When the big Agricultural Demonstmtion train arrives here on January
15th at 4:20 p. m,, the school boys
and girls will have an opportunity to
enter into a very interesting contest
with a substantial reward attached.

A

after.

RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

Santa

grain

LEO HERSCH

45

SANTA FE TRAIL CURIOCO.

You are requested to call and see and

hear the beautiful tone

JESSE FRENCH PIANO
LEARNARDLINDEMANN COMPANY

are ordering in

d
shipments for Holiday Trade. Place your
order now for your Christmas Piano. Our pianos, our prices and
our terms have satisfied hundreds of New Mexico
and Arizona purchasers.
car-loa-

SANTA FE TRAIL & CURIO CO., SANTA FE.

LEARN ARD &
L1NDEMANN

CO.

E. M. Lehnor, Expert

r

Established 1900
"
Albuqurque, New Mexico
German Piano Tuner.

Hi

R. J. CRICHTON
i
LUMBER & COAL YARD
DAWSON COAL

" The
Quality Coal."
333 HICKOX STREET,

Near Union Depot

PHONE, RED 100.

Wells Faff o & Co. Express
o

animal, and show how the raising of
these animals and the fattening of
hogs and growing of fowls is the most
important factor in the future solid
development of the dry land farming
areas of the state.

45

SPECIAL
SALE
at

General Express Forwarders
TO

Remarkable and Convincing Statement of the Success of Cuticura
theTreat-mentoftSoap and Ointment in
Pain, Itching and
Burning of Eczema

enouch
"I, the undersigned, cannot givehad
been
praise to the Cuticura Kemedics. Ieczema
on
for
a
least
at
for
j'ear
doctoring
my foot. I had tried doctor after doctor all
I
to no avail. When a young girl sprained
my ankle three different times, paying little
or no attention to it, when five years ago
ankle.
a small spot showed upon my
Ha
1 was worried and sent for a doctor.
bone
a
small
drew
He
eczema.
said it was
from the ankle about the size of a match
and about an inch long. The small hole
grew to about the size of an apple, ana
the eczema spread to the knee. The doctors
rover could heil the hole In the ankle.
The whole foot ran water all the time
"My husband and my sons were up night
and day wheeling me from one room to another in the hope of giving me some relief.
of
I would sit for hours at a time in frontThe
the fireplace hoping for daybreak.
was
almost
so
I
crazy,
intense
was
pain
in fact, 1 would lose ray reason for hours
at a time. One day a friend of mine dropped
in to soe me. Ko more had she glanced at
my foot than she exclaimed, 'Mrs. Hnnegan,
why in the world don't you try the Cuticura Kemedies!' Being disgusted with tho
doctors and their medicines, and not being
able to sleep at all, I decided to give the
Cuticura Soap and Cuticura Ointment a
trial. After using them three days that
as a silver doilar
night 1 slept as sound
for eight long hours. 1 awoke in the morning
with but very little pain, in fact, I thought
I was in heaven. After using the Cuticura
Remedies for three months I was perfectly
Cuticura
to health, thanks to the fiiYtV-fOlrestored
.
I Will h.
A ni.itrui.nt
lf
and
hale
next
of
birthday,
age my
years
ouna inn.-ra- n.
at present.
iw.
nearty
'i234 Hebert St.. tit. Louis, Mo., Mar. 7, 11.
Cuticura Soap and Ointment are sold
throughout the world, bona to rotterforDrug
free
& Chem. Corp., Dept. 12A, Boston,
book on the skin.
;mnle of cac'i v.'i' .i

y

AND

ECZEl
he

E

WHOLESALE

ORI

-

The New Mexico Bureau of Immigration, Dr. W. E. Garrison, president of
Tell your pharmacist to let you read the Agricultural College, end J. D.
on
these
the formula, plainly printed
Tinsley of the Santa Fe railroad have
cases of Pape's Diapepsin, offered three
prizes for the best letthen you will readily see why it makes ter of 500 words or less on the subject
HeartSour Stomach,
Indigestion,
"WHAT I LEARNED FROM THE AGburn and other distress go in five RICULTURAL
DEMONSTRATION
such
once
at
and
relieves
minutes,
TRAIN." The first prize is ten dolmiseries as Belching of Gas, Eructa
the second, five dollars and the
tions of sour, undigested food, Nausea, lars, three
dollars.
The contest is
Constipation, third,
Dizziness,
Headaches,
open to every school boy and girl un
and other Stomach disorders.
15 years of age, and is governed
Some folks have tried so long to find der
the
by
following rules:
and
Dyspepsia
relief from Indigestion
Southern Corrr Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 0.
First The contest is open to all
stomach with the
or an
ALL CASH PURCHASES. common, every-daTICKETS WITH
WE GIVE REGISTER
cures advertised school children under 15 years who
that they have about made up their visit the train. No entry will be con
minds that they have something else sidered from a contestant over 15
wrong, or Deiieve ineirs is a case ui years old.
Second The letter must not exceed
Nervousness, Gastritis, Catarrh of the
Stomach or Cancer.
500 words. It must be written plain
This, no doubt, is a serious mistake. ly on white paper, using one side of
Your real trouble is, what you eat does paper only. Contestant's name and
not digest; instead, it ferments and address must be written plainly at top
sours, turns to acid, Gas and Stomach of letter.
Third All letters must be addresspoison, which putrefy in the digestive
tract and intestines, and besides, ed to the New Mexico Bureau of Im
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
poison the breath with nauseous odors. migration. Albuquerque. N. M., and
A hearty appetite, with thorough di- marked on face of envelope "DEMON
UFaLFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages
gestion, and without the slightest dis- STRATION TRAIN CONTEST."
comfort or misery of the Stomach, is
Fourth All letters must be submit- The only exclusive
house in
Fe
waiting for you as soon as you decide trd on or before February 10th. No
to try Pape's Diapepsin.
letters received after that date will
be considered.
THE STAMPEDE.
Immediately after the close of the
tossed its tangled
The lightning
contest all letters will be submitted
Phone Black
Phone Black
boughs
to a committee of three judges to be
And great winds blew about;
and
selected
by President Garrison
At midnight all the cattle rose
The result will be anMr. Tinsley.
And took to sudden rout.
nounced and the prizes awarded as
soon as the judges have made known
of
And, whirled in seething floods
their decisions.
rain,
A feature of the work of the agriAVe followed in their wake,
While ebbed and surged the driving cultural demonstration train will be
the encouraging of boys' and girls' instorm
dustrial clubs, and it is hoped that all
Like waves which lift and break.
the school children will visit the train
Mad was the night and imad the while it stops here. The contest is
aimed to encourage the school chilflight;
dren to get all possible benefit from
We prayed beneath our breath
For, 'mid that sea of tossing horns, the train.
Lively interest is being shown in
WATCH FOR BIG AD
Beneath those hoofs, lay death!
the demonstration train all over the
state, and the indications are that it
Then in the same mysterious way
will be welcomed by a large crowd at
They ceased as they began
The
train
And down our backs the trickling every stopping place.
starts from the Mesilla Valley Thursdrops
In ceaseless rivulets ran.
day, January 11th and will be on the
road fifteen days. It is in effect an
Re- As round and round the herd we rode agricultural College on wheels.
member the date and hour of arriyal
For hour on hour of rain,
And sang them songs of lusty cheer here, and be at the station when the
train arrives.
Lest they should rise again!
"In my opinion one of the biggest
Kansas City Star.
Now on the floor of the Sante Fe Trail & Curio Co.
things to be accomplished by the agTHIS PIANO WILL APPEAL TO LOVERS OF MUSIC, AND IS
ricultural demonstration train is the
ONE OF THE SAMPLE PIANOS OF THE HOUSE OF
official classifying' of New Mexico as

ER
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M.

Go Prizes Are Offered

Pape's Diapepsin.
As there is often some one m your
family who suffers an attack of Indi
gestion, why don't you keep some
Diapepsin in the house handy?
This harmless blessing will digest
anything you can eat without the
slightest discomfort, and overcome a
sour, gassy stomacn nve minuies

!

ST.

DEMOCRATS IN SANTA FE
PLAN PERMANENT CLUB.

The Democrats of the city and
county will hold a meeting at the
court house at 7:30 Thursday evening,
for the purpose of reorganizing the
Democratic club formed during the
last campaign. At that time an organization was perfected wbich did
good work previous to election, but
only a few meetings have been held
in the past two months. Now with a
city campaign in prospect, it is proposed to get the Santa Fe count
Democrats together again and perfect
a working organization that will be
an influence in the coming election.
At the meeting Thursday a committee
of one from each of the four city precincts will make a report on a proThis
posed plan of reorganization.
committee has held two meetings and
has formulated a constitution and bylaws which it is believed the meeting
will adopt. Once organized
it is
an agricultural state," said Professor planned to have get together meetings
J T. Tinsley yesterday.
Professor at least once a month and perhaps
more often.
Tinsley is busy with preparations for
the start of the tour from the AgriculKruger Funeral.
The funeral of the late Mrs. A. M. tural College this week and is quite
Kruger of Alameda was held at 2.30 optimistic as to the success of the unthis afternoon at Albuquerque.
Is interested aud should know
dertaking.
abont the wonderful r
"All other western states recogniztMARVELWhirlingSpray
Hawkins in Charge.
ed as farming states have had these
1WIUW , utrinai ryrinec
uesfc ji obi conven
W. C. Hawkins has left the Montoya demonstration trains," said Professor
ient. It cleanses
Republican aud has taken charge of Tinsley. "They have been found inthe Tucumcari News which recently variably successful. New Mexico has
h Rflnnot Kunnlv the
accent no
MARVEL,
never had one up to this time; and nt.hpr.
changed hands.
hn npnfl Atjimn fcr
I "m
m
book sealed. Tt ffrrefl
the fact that the Santa Fe Railroad lUuHtmted
full particulars and directions
M
O.
to
HVKL
Tilnable
laties.
Albuquerque Home Burns Down.
company is going to the expense
Fire of unknown origin destroyed sending such a train through this secthe residence of D. A. Austin at Al tion will demonstrate to the West that
Efforts to save the con- - it considers New Mexico a farming
buquerque.
tents were in vain.
state. This stamp is put on New
Mexico by a railroad which has taken
Death of Old Settler.
the lead in the industrial development
For Best Laundry Work
Salcido Chaves, aged1 73 years, a of the West and Southwest. It places
lifelong resident of Lincoln and Cha- us on a par with other western farmves counties, died at Roswell leaving ing states. Many regard New Mexico BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
a large family.
still as a great grazing district and
RETURNS THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
mining region, and there is no doubt
Trouble in Fruit Growers' Association that the mere fact that this train is
The Roswell Fruit Growers' Asso-- ! operated will do wonders toward
Agency at O. K. Barber Shop
Mrs. F. O. Brown, Agent.
is about to engage in a fight vertising our farming resources."
that will probably split the organiza- - Professor Tinsley emphasizes again
Phone Red No. 23.
Phone, Red No. 23
tion. Manager W. N. Baldwin has 'the importance of the livestock
auto-ha- s
asked to resign but claims be ture of the train. Two fifty-fee- t
three years contract at a salary mobile cars will be loaded with dairy
oi $12,000. It is brought out too, that cows and hogs and chickens, and the KERR'S SHOP, HEADQUARTERS FOR
of four hundred oar- - of apples ship-- j experts will point out to the farmers
HUBB'S LAUNDRY.
ped, only three hundred were sold,
the markets being glutted with hpples
Phone us, we will be glad to call for
and that the proceeds from the 300 DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED, yeur laundry on Mondayi and Tuescars sold are not satisfactory.
!by local applications, as they cannot days and deliver on Thursdays and
Mrs. Matilda M. Christa.
reach the diseased portion of the ear. Fridays.
Mr. apd Mrs. E. S. Kates of Albu-- There is only one way to cure
All work is guaranteed; your socks
and that is by constitutional are mended and buttons sewed
n
yesterday received a
gram announcing the death in Roch-- remedies. Deafness is caused by an your shirts without extra charge.
etler, N. Y., of Mrs. Kates' mother, inflamed condition of the mucous
PHONE RED 12
PHONE RED 122
Matilda Moser Christa at the ing of the Eustachian Tube. When
H.
R.
s
STOLLE,
Agent.
tube is inflamed you have a
age of 78. Death resulted from pneu-jthiMrs. Kates last visited her bling sound or imperfect hearing, and
mother two and a half years ago in when it is entirely closed, Deafness Is
Rochester. In addition to Mrs. Kates the result, and unless the inflamma-thyoungest of the family, nine oth-- f tion can be taken out and this tube
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
s
er children survive, one having died restored to its normal condition,
ago. The various sons and in will be destroyed forever; nine
La Salle
daughters are widely scattered, one cases out of ten are caused by Catarrh
CHAS. GANN, Prop.
residing in Spokane, Wash., and two which is nothing but an inflamed con-iIthaca, N. Y., with the remaining dition of the mucous surfaces.
Telephone II.
six at Rochester.
The burial will
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of Deafness (caused by Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
take place at Rochester.
catarrh) that cannot be cured by Regular Meals 25 cents.
Do not allow your kidney and blad Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circu
Rooms for Rent 25c and 50c.
der trouble to develop beyond the lars, free.
Short Orders at All Hours.
reach of medicine. Take Foley Kid- P. J. CHENEY CO., Toledo, O.
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
Sold by druggists, 75c.
ney Pills. They give quick results
i
and Stop irregularities with surprising , Take Hall's Family Pills for
French Noodle Order 20c. a dlsn.
New York Chop Suey 50c.
For sale by all druggists, pation.

mi

i

Imperial Laundry

fea-bee- n

Parts

of The World

iUUllWJ Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Travelers'
Checks and Foreign Money Orders

Payable
Throughout

U.

S., Canada, Mexico

and all Foreign
Countries

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH

j j j

J. D. BARNES, Agent.

Zook's Pharmacy

Phone
213

Phone 14.

If Its

Hardware We Have It

Pnone 14

FRANK F. GORMLEY
-:-

-

-:-

GENERAL MERCHANDISE

-

-:-

-

-:-

-

Start the NEW YEAR by given better values than ever,
:
:
:
:
:
especially in 5, JO and 25c, goods.
We

OUR PRICES ARE MARKED

,

IN PLAIN FIGURES.

The Canon Road Automobile Line Passes our Door.
436 Canon Road

Phone Black 6619

Why Import Mineral Water
IWHEN YOU CAN GET THE

:

I

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale
Patronize home industry.

Delivered to your house.

KAUNE

Leave orders at

& CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER CO.

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

nn
rlUii

IE

Improved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
and RancLes; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in the Espaoola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.

C

A

JALE

Modern Residences for Rent.!

103

R M. JONES.

Palace Ave.

WHOLESALE

AtD

RETAIL

Wood

RATON
YANKEE

Screened

Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Goal all Sizes, Smithing Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

ESf'ESlSSS?.
, Telephone

Steam Coal.

85

.

Telephone 85

1

1

lin-Mr-

e

hear-year-

Restaurant

n

j

92

GREETINGS

Q19

HAPPY, HEALTHY AND PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR I During the past
I have studied to improve in every possible manner to make my store a dependable one
for the compounding of prescriptions. All my knowledge, my training, my years of experience all devoted to my business and profession all for your added safety and convenience, comfort
and satisfaction, and I wish to assure you that throughout 1912 we will exert ourselves to the utmost
to merit the continuance of your confidence and esteemed patronage. Permit me to thank you for
m
- your kind support and patronage, and accept our re- -

MAY

YOU ENJOY A

"

" m"aoer

Z00K S PHARMACY

?

:

tele-:nes-

j

SriVfi MftHPV and ,nconvenience by Purchasing Wells

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

cvtti&L Every Woman

rum-moni-

All

A SUC
WE ARE PROUD OF OUR STORE, BECAUSE IT IS
CESSFUL HARDWARE STORE.
YOU DO NOT "FORK OVER" YOUR MONEY TO US FOR FOOR
GOODS, BUT PAY US ONLY A REASONABLE PRICE FOR THE
BEST HARDWARE MADE.
WHEN YOU WANT HARDWARE REMEMBER WE'VE GOT IT

LIVERY. STABLE
Fir.e Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single

A Buggies,

Surries, Saddle Horses

'Phone 9

Cali up

When in Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES
Bon Caspar Avenue

RIGHT.

CHAS. CLOSSON

Zook's Pharmacy
P
f

hon e
213

tME SAHTA 75
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MORE OFFICIAL

Moved to Remodeled Building

REIUR! IS

NEXT TO NEW FIRST NATIONAL

The Vote Cast for District
Judges and for District
Attorneys

a Call

Give Us

rdrytwaat:

WE

Fine

We make

Imported

the

Clothes

ness an

such as you

Art. Every

can only

Garment

Herbert

see in the

is made by

Edward

Guadalupe and Lincoln

Busi-

Counties.
First District.

Edmund

rM WE

mj
11
3 CAN M
m do it.
:

We have
Them.

K.

Abbott

C.

Whitehead

S.

Second
M. E.

T.

District.

Raynoh!,-- ;

.

Hickey

.

Third District.
L.

Medlrr

.

John Y. Hewitt
Scattering

Experts

.

Line.

O.

.

.

Sixth
Orlin

District.

Neblett

.

Percy Wilson

order you suit,

US before you

FOR GENTS

FOR LADIES

.

Seventh District.
Merritt C. Mechem
Scatteaing
Eighth District.
Thos. D. Leib
Keed Holloman
DISTRICT ATTORNEYS.
First District.
Alexander Read
J. H. Crist
Second District.
Manuel TT. Vigil
A. A. Sedillo
Third District.
H B. Hamilton
jM. 0. Llewellyn
Fourth District.
.Chas. W. G. Ward
jGeo. H. Hunker
Fifth District.

NOTE OUR PRICES
and come to see

.'

UP

UP
VJUv

Wily

oF

0RDER 0UT

CHANCEWHEN

B00X

SAMPLE

A
YOU

TO

COME

CAN

TAKE

AND

A

US-SE- LECT

WHILE IT IS BEING MADE

YOUR MATERIAL-S- EE

THE GARMENT

UP AND BE PROTECTED

BY OUR GUARANTEED

FIT.

:

:

:

:

::

WEST SIDE PLAZA

K

E.

Brown

W.

Third District.

WHEN

Fourth District.
Thomas D. Burns
J R. Ball

Fifth District.
Joseph F. Sulzer
Jose L. Perea

FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REAEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
BUSY
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME.
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORE NOW
THAfl EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY SAVE TIME,
AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.
YOU

Mentz Oleson
,
Sixth District.
A. Miera
M. Lopez
Seventh District.

Isaac Batth
Kasenian

G. A.

PRICE LIST.
e

."

-2

One-lin-

One-lin-

John

A

-2

DATES, ETC.
. . . . 5c
Local Dater any town and date, for
inch
inch
50c
Ledger Dater month, day and year in
hicta... 35c
Regular Line Dater month, day and year,
inch... 25c
Regular Line Dater month, day aad year,
1.50
Defiance Model Band Dater
1.50
Facsimile Signature Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut
1.50
Pearl Check Protector
1- -2

1- -3

1- -8

2
4

3--

STAMP PADS.

4,

15

cts;

2x3

-4,

35

cts;

3

-8

25 cts ;
x 6, 60 cts j

3--

4,

2
4

1-

-4

1--

2

x3

7

1- -2,
1--

2,

25 cts
75 cts

;
;

cts.
Stamp Pad Ink, 25 cts per bottle.
FOR TYPE SPFCIMENS ADDRESS,

85

All colors.

NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.
SAN

iA

TIMETABLE ALL
LOCAL TRAINS

Leave
8:10 a. m., to connect "with No. 3
vestbound and No. 10 eastbound.

Returning, arrive Santa Fe at

12.10

p. m.
Leave Santa Fe at 3:30 p. m. to
onect with No. 1 westbound and No.
2 eastbound.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 6 p. m.
Leave Santa Fe at 6:20 p. m. to connect with No. 7 westbound and No. 4
astbound.

Returning airive at Santa

Fe at

:35 p. m.

Leave Santa Fe at 8:69 p. m. to con

9

westbound.

3149
1919

W.

E.

.1.

VY.

E.

F. Dunaway

A

J. Hvans
E. Lindsey

t

1S13
1701
1723

d

District.

h

Chrisman
Hartman
h

J. W. Campbell
J. L. House
Paul Jones
I McLaren
C
H. Smith
J. D. Langdon
Twenty-Sixt- h

1632 W. W. Nichols
15T5 Felix B. Payne
h

4033 A D. Vargas
361S J. H. Young

564
Charles Durham, Lovlngton, 111., has
510 succeeded in finding a positive cure

for bed wetting.

to
looking for something different
help him when I heard of Foley Kidney Pills. After he had taken them
two days we could see a change and
s
of a
when he had taken
bottle he was cured. That is about
six weeks ago and he has not. wet in
bed since." For sale by all druggists.

District.
11S2
1102
813
0S9
415
37t

:

District.
District.

lSo ROYAL ARCH CHAPTER
INSTALS ITS OFFICERS.

j

36T9
3127;
93

District.
4141
2992

1399
Thirtieth District.
1252 W. E. Blanchard
246 Guido Ranniger

3196
2781
246

Joe W. Hill

1843
Grant county County commission
749 ers, First district, Jan. J. Van Ville
dis- 2S8 1396; W. S. Cox 1298.. Second
tnct,
rj. K. itiuwaras luoz; u. r. vra14:
mer 1248. Third district, B. B. Own- 427 bv 1377: W. F. Ritter 1256.

Probate

judge

Hyman

Abraham

738 1490; E. P. Rockhill 1159.
383
County Clerk E. B. Venable
211

District.

781
381
136
134S
1291

1802
1799
279
278
1919
1821
1654
1578

Third District.
2908
2865

Ashamed To Own It

j

District.

Gonzales

Style, Fit, Quality

14S2;

!

We Are Holding Our Own and Are Not

7Sr,

J. J. Smith
496
Twenty-Nint- h
.367 M P. Manzanares

1

two-third-

240S
1902 Dr.
h

"My little boy wet

609 the bed every night clear thro' on the
579 floor.
I tried several kinds of kidney
80 medicine and I was in the drug store

1336 Tranquilino Labadie
1334 J. Ascension Rael

1049
834
371

LeRoy Welch

A. Gurule

r ff

!

Excellent
Charles A. Wheelon
High Priest and Dr. J. A.
Massie, King.

The officers of Santa Fe Chapter,
Royal Arch Masons, were installed
last evening by Grand High Priest S.
Spitz assisted by Charles M. Stauffer,
marshal. The officers are: Excellent
High Priest, Dr. Charles A. Wheelon,
king. Dr. James A. Massie; Charles
W. Fairfield, scribe; Henry F. Stephens, captain of host; Samuel G. Cart- wright, principal sojourner; William
R Griffin, royal arch captain: H. H.
u, ..ijw
uonuan, master ui tuuu
Fred Muller, master of the second!
veil: John H. Walker, master of theji
first veil; William H. Kennedy, senti-- l
nel; Hiram B. Cartwnght, treasurer;
Arthur Belignian, secretary.

District.

C. H. Aldredge
I.. L. Klinefelter

Garcia.,..,

Wil-!i"-

.

W. H. Bticher

Ansehno

Farm, Cedar Rapids, la.

796
279 40.
274
Sheriff Porfiro Chavez 682: Robert
Brady 424; Owen 114; Unfits Choat.e
535 TL
343
Assessor Henry Corn 7S1; Watt
74 Gilmore 692; W. J. Keller 31.
Treasurer T. M. Watson 7 IS; J. M.
152S Pcnlicld 717; E. F. .Tone- - 45.
1446
Superintendent of Schools Mis. W.
1157 L CI 11 mm 777; J. E. Koome 705.
1156
Surveyor Frank Theurer 757! B.
1 R. Robinson 727; W. Bcatty 1.

Tucker

Twenty-Eight-

and Jack Importer,
Business to

District.

Twenty-Thir- d

,

j

W. DeCLOW.

1536
1550
4S1
37

Frank Vesely
Walton

Twenty-Sevent-

America's Largest

Cedar

747
293
292
2S5

W. B.

12SS Wm. McRae
1010
Twenty-Fift-

j

Rapids Jack and Stallion Importing
CommisLincoln County County
I
can ship
I have
recently secured a special rate by express by which
A.
Rumahio
First.
District.
sioners,
I can
from Cedar Rapever
than
lower
before.
ship
jacks
at
rates
jacks
J.
671:
Duran 702: Modesto Chaves
ids, la, to Albuquerque, N. M., for $55 each, to Phoenix, Ariz., for $104
E. West 51; Porfirio Chavez 1:
and can reach other points at corresponding rates.
each,
Second District.
Ferguson 1.
Samuel Wells
Melvin Franks S12;
653: J. Beaver 45. Third District. W.
W. Ferguson 70S; George W. Coo 679;
J. M. Harkey 3S.
Lucero
Probate Judge Doroteo
723; A. H. Norton T13; M. B. Foreman 36: Miles B. Foreman 2.
Harvey
County Clerk Albert II
750; D. W. Roberts 726; C. B. Lane

S52
S2G

Robt. H. Boulware

;

Temple

Tonias

014
550
20S

1S17 A S. Goodell
1741 J T. McCabe

District.

-

retain

(4

Frank Frost

4040
3953

o

790

Tanner

Twenty-Fourt-

Herewith are some bargains offered
by

o!!i-i-ei-

W. L. DeCLOW,

It!

CTS

4191 T. A. Williams
2931
Nineteenth District.
Hugh M. Gage
1992 Florence Love
H69 O H. Greene
E. F. Dunaway
4331
Twentieth District.
3020 P. E. Carter
si O W. Skorkowsky
Fred M. Smith
2346
District.
Twenty-Firs- t
1967 S. J. Smith
R. H. Case
2961 S. Lindauor
Twenty-Secon- d
District.
1904

h

brings

.13

1323
1320

Rogers
Mullens

S.
Jos. S.

sioti followed.

I

1307

Manuel Paredes
3196 F. M. Murchison

3169

Foster-Milbur-

IU-:i-

493
470
377
370

Carlisle
Eighteenth District.

R.

cents.
Buffalo,
Co.,
Xew York, sole agents for the United
States.
Rememijrr the name Doan's and
take no other.

lii-:-

T. Evans
"Will
Robinson

O.

public endorsement Is made
representative citizen of Santa
Fe the proof is positive. You must
believe it. Read this testimony. Ev
every man,
ery backache sufferer,
woman or child with any kidney trouble will find profit in the reading.
Mrs. ISernarda R. de Escudero, 106
Gnlhn St., Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: "I
hold just as high an opinion of Doan's
Kidney pills today as when I publicthem in January.
ly recommended
1907. For about a year I was bothered by a dull ache and weakness across
my loins and kidneys. I tired easily,
anu any exertion brought, on severe
pains in my back. Hearing Doan's
Kidney pills highly spoken of, I was
induced to try them. The result
proved beyond a doubt that this rem-- !
edy lives up to representations. Tha
cure it. has brought has led me to
praise it on more than one occasion."
For sale by all dealers. Price 51
V'hen

by a

on

999

J

1783
2T6

Try a New Mexican Want Ad. It Rafael

lor.s

S. Gilliam

R.

A

519;;

Hill

Returning, arrive at Santa Fe, 11:30 Thos. J. Maury
:,Geo. W. Singleton
Passengers for the Belen "cut-of- f
E. H. Bruce
and Pecos Valley points should now
Twenty-FourtDistrict.
leave at 3:30 P. m. instead of 7:20
Wm. B. Walton
Alas heretoiora. Connection leaves
Murray
t 7:55 p. m. instead ot Wm. D. REPRESENTATIVES.
buquerque
2:20 a. m,
First District.
D. & ft. Q. fty.
Miguel C. Baca.
Zacarias Padilla
Leaves 10:05 a. m. or nortu.
Pablo Castillo
Arrive 4:20 p. m, from north.
George Hoffman
New
ex)oo central Ry.
Second District.
Leave 12:45 p. m., connects with No. Thomas Cooney
t.east and 1 south and west
Conrad N. Hilton
Arrive 4:15 p. m. with connections Nazario G. Baca
from No. 3 east
Walter Jones
.

815

H. H. Llewellyn

142 Geo. H.

Twenty-Thir- d

p. m.

The following are the time tablet
of the local railroads:
"A. T. & . F. Ry." ,

eastbound and No.

7::ii

Chas. P. Downs
Byron Sherry

Bolero Romero

Twenty-Secon-

8

530,1

a Pointed Address Which
Is Applicable in Santa Fe.

1

873

Ptcseiliano Moreno
X. C. Frenger

174S
1367 W.

J. I.

"wJW'.l(f

nect with No.

V.

4079

11

1

Baker
Fourteenth District.

R.

Vhen Well Known Santa Fe People
Tell it so P'ainly.

1

1.N7,
111

John A. Young
lutnean Mettillivray
Herbert II. Hill
T. P. Talle
Fifteenth District.

Benjamin F. Pankey
Miguel A. Otero
Eleventh District.
Squire Hartt, Jr
F. W. Drake
Twelfth District.

V.

1332

.

IT

the New Mexican PrintingCora-pany- ;
Code of Civil Procedure of the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897. gheep
bound. $1; papw bound. 75c. Missouri
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code
1(1;
tho two for J10.
Pleadings.
Adapted to New Mexico Code, Law
of New Mexico, ;gS9. ISM and 1903,
English and Spanish pamphlets. S2.25;
Sheriff's
Flexible
full leather $3.
Cover Poclt-- t Dockets, single, $1.25;
New
two or more books, $1 each.
Superintendent of p horilK
M'xieo Burreme Court Reports, Nos.
102S.!
L. Kckles 102!i; Mirha
Hughes
FOLEY'S HONEY AND TAR COM- ? and 10 inclusive, 53.30 each. ComSurveyor F. L. Cox 1 522; J. C. Me-- i
POUND.
pilation Corporation La.vs, 75 c. Cotn
Ki'o lino.
is a reliable family medicine. Give it.
ol!nion Mining Laws, r,t) c Money'
Com'-- ;
Ceia!:H'.iie Coui'ty-missi- Comity
10 your children, and take it. yourself
jlstest. of New Mexico F 3Ports. fuU
11.
William
ct,
v lieii you feel a cold coming on.
'.rs, Fi't
it tlieen.
"hool blanks.
ffi.KO: full lift
;
1072:
979.
o
Padilla
Chapman,
checks and cures coughs and colds
Second Disfricl. Hon; in L. f.aiiadi" and croup and prevents bronchitis
P.enimio and
959:
TiS2: David Crcpin
If rou want anytnlne on earn
pneumonia. For sale by all
Padilla 1. Third Ii rict Benito Xel-- i
Want ad i tho n;w Mexican
son 1001; .1. p. St'.nuovttl 977.
Probate Judge A. P. Anaya 106S;
Serafin Otero 972.
County Clerk Oorge Sena 1023;
RemovF. C. de Baca 1012.
Horse
Sheriff Jose S. Ditran 1039; Plea-giMexico.
New
ing His
Casaus 9S7.
1 am
Assessor Pedro Romero 1072; A.
arranging- to change my business location from Cedai
A Tipton 9S7.
El
to
Paso.
Tex., or' some desirable point near by. I am
la.,
Rapids,
Treasurer Solomon Sanchez 1051; shipping 30 Imported Stallions and Mammoth Jacks on January 15
Ctimilo Sanchez lui 5.
I would like to correspond with
1912, being my first consignment.
Superintendent of Schools J. V. all stockmen who are in need of Stallions, Jacks or Full Blood
Gallegos 994: T,. R. Haight 953: Mares. I can also furnish Registered 5horthorn and Hereford Bulls
George Burch 33.
and Registered Shropshrire Bucks at very reasonable prices. Please
Smith 1111;
H. V. B.
Surveyor
write me. If not in need yourself, please tell your neighbors.
George Fryman 941; Manuel B. Baca

1331

Pankan

303G

Twenty-Firs-

:o

FE, NKV

577(1

Sixteenth District
Herbert B. Holt
Jas. H. Paxton.,
Seventeenth District.
Gregory Page
S. E. Aldredge
Eighteenth District.
John M. Bowman
Geo. B. Bent
Alf. Hunter
Nineteenth District
J. F. Hinkle
W. T. CowgiU....
Henry Adams
Twentieth District.
Fred F. Doepp

1- -4

1

31C5

Thirteenth District.
Chas. J. Laughren
Edward D. Tittmann
Fourteenth District.
Abelino Romero
Aniceto C. Abeytia
Fifteenth District.
Wm. M. McCoy
John W. Terry

one-ha-

SELF-INKIN- G

3S94

M

APPETITE

MUST BELIEVE

President McLenathan Made

Retiring

It was nnaliy decided
that the month of January should be
given to increasing the membership ot
N. B.
Writ' In: t nJtis' JUviwuv Dent.. Cf:atta- - the
s
club, so that, when the, new
Mi'JirineCo.. G:.'it..r
nrp?.-uv.n., tor N. inl
ani
took office February 1st. the
;..ik, " H'ViH'
: Vv'uii;i;n,"
in rL:ii i.;pper, on regueM.
work of building up the town could
start at once. The Commercial Club
is willing to do its share in building
Harry Lamb 1lt;0.
the new .stale. A vigorous cam- Shcii 'f H. .I. Meiiii h lis; C. A. up
pi:ign will no doubt be organized to
r.'irns worth 1322.
living in people and interest capita!
A ?
1;
A.
113
sor .iair.es
Shipley
that Carlsbad and the Cerlsbad ProKdward Dickinson iftv.
Tivasun p M. P. Downs 110 .1. 15. ject, may keep pace with the general
growth of Xeiv Mexico.
Cil.hvisI 1210.

V:,r,

Thompson

S.

LADY'S

i

2S3

4179
2850

Ratcliff

Hubb X.

one-ha-

.

CARLSBAD COMMERCIAL CLUB
HOLD ANNUAL MEETING.

used by wcm.cn cf
ages, with great
success. Try it. Yo r druggist sells iL

S59
404

Twelfth District.
James W. Chaves
A. J. Green
J. S. Smith
3991
Thirteenth District.
3510
J. J. Clancy
5

Tenth District.

One-lin-

fe.

A

5

Slack

C.

L.

1- -2

1- -2

Liusen.

ICS

Eighth District.
Edwin C. Crampton
IT. L. Bickley
Ninth District.
Eugenio B. Gallcgos

15c
inches long. .
Stamp, not over 2
10c
Each additional line on stamp
e
and not over 3
inches long. . 20c
Stanp, over 2
15c
Each additional line on stamp
e
and not over 5 laches long.. .. 25c
stamp, over 3
20c
Each additional line on same stamp
e
l(k
Stamp, over 5 inches long per inch
Each additional line, same price. (Curved lines
on Stamp count as two lines).
25c extra
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long
sizes
Where
at
type used is
Larger
proportionate prices.
lf
Inch in size, we charge for one line for each
over
lf
inch or fraction.

One-lin-

1206
1075
953

.1572

Louis C. Ilfeld
Filadelfo Baca

Rubber Stamps.

.

Mavcos C. de Baca
Emiliano Sandoval
Eleventh District.
2031 O
T. Toombs
1523
Juan I). Casatlos
J. p. O'Dell
4

" IS.lull C.

PAGE THAGV

G98D

i

Tenth District.

5052
1744

1

tiib-suff-

Sixteenth District.
isflT Jitm.es V.
Tally
lfi6 Scipio Salazar
F. Jones
430S Henry
Seventeenth District.
3

Juan Navarro

j

Seventh District.
Bias Sanchez
Remigio Lopez
4357 Marcelino Martinez
Pablo V. lxibato
Eighth District.
4077 Manuel C.
Martinez
296!)
H. D. Kimball
If. V. Kirnbtill
35.-- 1
Manuel C. Pacheco
3522
Ninth District.
1

Sixth District.
Jas. R. Waddill
It F. Hamilton
Seventh District.
John E. Griffith
Eighth District.
Remley
Ed. F. Saxon
SENATORS.
First District.
John S. Clark
Elmer S. Veeder
Second District.

MEXICO

SANTA FE, NEW

George W. Trip)
Fiancisco Quintana
Pablo Herrera
J L. Zimmerman
V. E. Valdez.,

5039
1777 W

Geo.

SYUFY& YOUNG.

Julian Trujillo
Jose G. Borrego
E. R. Harper

Cordoba.--

St

Mrs. Hansen, In a Letter From
Carlsbad, X. M. Jan. 3. The Commercial Club held its annual meeting
How 5he Gained It.
Tells
Mobile,
i:ir.j
tlx? folowing officers for
and fleet
Mobile, Ala. "I suffered for seven the ensuing year:
President, S. I.
1910
1230 yeara, with womanly trouble," writes Roberts: vice president, A. X. Pratt;
1205 Mrs. Sigurd Hansen in a letter from C. M. Richards, treasurer; directors,
this city. "I felt weak and always had W. A.
T. K. Williams,
Harry
a headache and wis always going to B ruder Craig,
mid Scott Rtter. I)ireobrs R.
3217
doctor.
the
At
last
was
I
on,
operated
M
3191
Thome. C. M. Richards, and W. A.
hold over. The. secretary is
3129 and felt better, but soon I had the
193S Bamo trouble.
Appointed by the board. The retiring
JUy husband asked me to try Cardm.
1931
president. V. H. McLenatha: 1. made a
1S71 I felt better after the first bottle, and 'very pointed siecch about the work
now. I Lave a good appetite and sleep of the elib. Its usefulness depended
1145 well. I feel fine, and the doctor tells 'on the support of the bu.iitx smen and
1346 me I am looking better than he ever the citizens generally.
The piityt.se
1320 Baw me."
of the club was to further the inter.
1255
If you are sick and miserable, and jests of the town and the terriory
it. To accomplish this the
from any of the pains due to im'ry
1900 womanly trouble try Car. lui.
businessmen must, back up the cl.i;i.
1704
CaroVf U
it i Important business concerns were no'
1704 composed of
the work of the
ingredients that, havelippn I'akiriK any lvt.
1 01 7
ul.i.
ile said that, the first tiling for
found to act enra'hely on the woman- w new board was getting every one
ly constitution.
12SS
For more tlian fifty years, it has been mt0 ho work. A rather warm

Samuel
S. Candelario
Fifth District.
Jcse P. Lucero

J.

THIS

IT.

1724
1111

K. K. Scott
Q. A. Kaune

Scattering

rapital Tailor S

Charles

Luis R. Montoya
5720
Poifirio Abreu
..4129 Antonio F.
Joseph

Askern

O.

is?:;

L. Baca
C. Catron
G. Cartwright

Roman

Mamiei!

Fourth District.
David J. Leahy
Ym. G. Hay don
Fifth District.
John T. McClure

in Their

2S59
2135
1SS1

LEG1SUTURE Jose Lobato

the Officials of Grant,

Also for

Joha Baroa Burg
John W. Wilson
J A. Garcia y Sanchez
Francisco Lucero y Montoya
Fourth District.

Sixth District.

ME1EHS

FOR

Big Cities.

El

MSSICAIT, SA3TM FB,
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Weak Heart

Many people suffer from weV hearts. They may experipa;n ov the fccir,
ence shortness of breath on exen.'
or dizzy ieelinSs, oppressed breathing urter meats or their
eyes become blurred, their heart is not sufficiently strong
to pump blood to the extremities, and they have cold hands
and feet, or poor appetite because of weakened blood supply
to the stomach. A heart tonic and alterative should be taken
t.
Such is Dr. Pierce's Golden
which has no bad
Medical Discovery, which contains no dangerous narcotics
nor alcohol.
after-effec-

The Ingredients, as attested under oath, are Stono root (Coltinsonla CanadenOolden Seal root (.Hydrastis Canaden(Saneulaana Canadensis),Block
sis). Bloodrootroot
Cherrybark (Prunus Vlrginiana),
(Stilllngia Sylvatlca),
sis), Oueen's
wliii
root
triple refined glycerine, prepared
Mandrake
(Podophyllum Peliatum),
in a scientific laboratory in a way that no druggist could imitate.
This tonio contains no alcohol to shrink up the red blood corpuscles j but, on
the other hand, it increases their number and they become round and healthy.
It helps the human system in the constant manufacture of rich, red blood. It
elsments from the; food,
helps the stomach to assimilate or take up the proper
heart-bur- n
and many uncomthereby helping digestion and curing dyspepsia,
fortable symptoms, stops excessive tissue waste in convalescence from fevers ;
n,
for the
people, the " Discovery " is refreshing
anemic,
'
and vitalizing. Stick to this safe and sane remedy, and refuse all ' ' just as good '
medicines offered by the druggist who is looking for a larger profit. Nothing
but Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery will do you halt as much good.

and you, too, Madam, won't be
ashamed to show your foot when
clad in a pair of those SHAPELY
SHOES like we show. We have
them for Men, Women and Chil

1

dren suitable for all kinds of
wear. They are the fit, snug
without a pinch, and keep the
feet looking young. An absolute
fit is not only guaranteed, but
more is given in quality and
than is usually offered for the
same money.
Where

Quality
meets
Price

fchn 9Hueqer

See
Our

Window
Display
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SANTA

ocratic caucuses open to the public,
the Republicans have done nation-- "
olly and also in New Mexico, was vot
ed down. Instead, a resolution was
adopted to publish a carefully expurgated account of positive action taken

NEW MEXICAN

THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
PAUL A. F. WALTER
FRANK P. STURGE3,
Editor and President.
Vice President
JOHN K. STAUFFER.
CHAS. M. STAUFFER.
r.
Secretary-TreasureGeneral Manager.
Eatered as Second Class Matt er at the Santa Pa Postoffice.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.

tmiy,

pei-

-

weeK,

fcy

carrier.....

Dally, per asonth, by carrier
Dally, per month, by mall
Oaily, per year, by mail

Dally, six months, by maU
Weekly, six months
Weekly, ner year

.25
.75

.5

per quarter

7.00 Weekly,

i0
1.00
2.00
E0

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

The New Mexican is the oldest new spaper in New Mexioe. It Is sent to
every poetotflce In the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
anions; the Intelligent and prorresslT e people ot the Southwest.

in caucus.
The bane of the Democratic party
has been the boss who operates from
behind the throne; who cannot be
tcuched by the Jjst wrath of the voter; whose leadership is wholly irresponsible, and whose interferences
are an impertinence. He is the force
that has made for corruption and a
perverted ballot in almost every
American commonwealth.
The rapidly increasing and quite
natural tendency to place all political
leadership under a ban is clearly detrimental to the best interest of the public. There must be political leadership, if the power of the ballot is to
be coherent and helpful.
There is,
however, no place in the honest plans
of men for the political boss, who
works in the dark, whose motives are
never known, and who relies upon
catspaws to do the work which he is
too cunning to do directly.

press to consider world peace. Wil-a- s
C. Demine of Chvenne nromi- nent Wyoming editor, made the re
quest in a telegram to the president.
WOOL MARKET MANAGES
TO KEEP FAIRLY FIRM.
(By Special Leased Wrro xo New Mexican I
Boston, Mass., Jan. 9. A fair business is still being conducted in 1911
wool, although there has been a falling off from the lively trading of the
early winter. Values hold firm and
many dealers are close. Fleece wools
are becoming scarce,
particularly
half bloods. Territory wool is also
firm in spite of a good demand with
21 to 21
for fine staple while
Texas 12 months is moving well and
brings 18 to 19c.

M.

TUESDAY, JANUARY 9, 1912.

ing'to "tne'presTdenf'a'hd
The tide that carried the

h1s

'pas

.

Democrats
Into power last fall gives signs of
spent force. Certainly It is not flowing with the surprising strength of
1910, and by next summer It may be
found receding. If Tuesday's returns
with hope
Inspire the Republicans
and determination to go in and fight
they will be most timely. The party
has been suffering from apathy and
needs just such a fillip for its spirits.
It evidently has much better than a
mere fighting chance in 1912, which
only a few days ago was all that' the
most sanguine were inclined to grant
it. Detroit Free Press.

FIRST

OF SANTA FE

the oldest banking institution
new Mexico.
in

Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic., and foreign exchange and . makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.

c

WIFE MURDERER WILL
PLEAD GUILTY FRIDAY.

The President's Courage. .. .
The cheers which greeted the president's flat declaration before the Public Lands convention at Denver that
he totally disagreed with the resolutions adopted by the convention on
the public land question were the
spontaneous tribute of men who admired courage to a man of courage.

Harry Elgin Webster Will Throw
Himself Upon Mercy of Court
M.
Bowman
hn
ijf
1,399
APPORTIONMENT.
THE
at Sterling, III.
..1,346
Here and there in the Democratic j William B. Walton
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Some of the Democratic presidential
1,336
Sterling, 111., Jan. 9. John Irwin, candidates are not heeding the fate of
press, naturally, fault is found with HerDert B. Holt
1,288
Jr
counsel
Web!
chief
Squire
for
Hartt,
forget-the lesislative apportionment,
Harry Elgin
the distinguished man who talked him1,049
,
iul of the fact, that in the constitu- - j C. H. Alldredge
ster, charged with wife murder, an- self into the minority column three
.'
7S1
Thomas
J.
...
nounced this afternoon that Webster times.
Mabry
Democrat after
tional convention.
738
Democrat arose to praise the appor- A J. EJvans
The New Mexican has thus far pub would appear in circuit court Friday
496 lished
tionment as very fair to them and Gregory Page
the pictures and biographies and plead guilty to murder, throwing
If 2,036 voters had changed their of the
withdrawing all opposition to it. Howmajority of the members of himself on the mercy of the court.
ever, this is part of the official rec- mind, not a single Democratic candi- the first state legislature. By the
ord. An apportionment is difficult to date for the State Senate would have time that the legislature meets, it ex- KANSAS BLACK POWDER
LAW IS CONSTITUTIONAL.
make where it must follow the hard been elected. If 513 had changed pects to have had the honor of introand fast boundaries of counties and their mind four of the seven 'would ducing every one of the lawmakers to
By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican )
where some contiguity must be ob- have gone up Salt River. As it is, the readers of the paper. To disWashington, D. C, Jan. 9. "The
served in forming floating distiicts. 10.140 votes elected the whole bunch abuse a few harping critics, the Xew
black powder" law enacted in KanA study of the election figures dem- cf seven, while the first three Repub- Mexican reiterates that these are not
sas in 1907 to protect coal miners, toThe New Mexican
onstrates that all Inequality is not due licans on the list received 13,144 votes. "paid" write-upwas upheld as constitutional by
be
This
same
knows
of
may
it
several legislators who are day
comparison
to the apportionment. As a rule,
court.
the
supreme
attorto
over
carried
the
district
tcok more votes to elect a Republi
clipping these cuts and biographies
and
can to the legislature than it did to'neys. The two who received the high- lor their legislative scrapbooks
A vote of who will for that reason come to San- SPEAKER CLARK NOT JOKING
vote are Republican
elect a Democrat. S. J. Smith of Cur-ks- t
17 county, a Democrat, for instance,' 1S67, elected James R, Waddill, Dem- ta Fe well acquainted with their fel
while a vote of 2,850 defeated low members. The New Mexican has Democratic "Statesman" Simply Foolowes his legislative seat to 533
If less written every legislator to furnish it
ish in His Recent Remarks
zens who voted for him, while John A A. Sedillo, Republican.
About Canada.
W. Wilson of Albuquerque, who re than 2,400 voters had changed their with a photograph and an outline of
ceived more than four times as many mind, not one of the three of the biographical facts which are edited
Clark's
Speaker
reiteration of his
votes, or to be exact 2,155 votes, was Democratic district attorneys would and expanded in the editorial office,
Canada ought
personal
that
opinion
alvote
been
for
elected.
have
The
the
if
has
Ascension
but,
defeated.
J.
Rael,
perchance any legislator
Mr.
Miss
not received this personal request, he to be annexed to the United States, this Shyboy to er erEdith, I've call
though he received 3127 votes wis de- entire eight ranged as follows:
and
would
press my suit
evening
be
was
some
the
made
day,
G.
Ward
5,776 should consider this an invitation to
feated, although Duncan McGiHivray C W.
and er
j
5.391 join the procession, which in some re subject of a question to the Ministry
who received only 476 votes was elect- George E. Remley
In the British House of Commons the vMiss Edith Frost Tuesday is - our
K. K. Scott
5,039 spects will be a historical one and will
ed to a seat in the legislature.
ironing day.
other day.
4,308 often be referred to by future histo
The only six members of the legis- J. E. Griffith
Under Foreign Secretary Ackland
M
IJ.
nans
4,179
and Biographers of the new
Vigil
lative House who received' 3,000 and
replied that he understood that "the
3,991 state.
RATHER PLEASANT
more votes, are all Republicans. The Alexander Read
speech of Mr. Clark was not intended
B. Hamilton
H
3,894
of
following list
oflegislators arranged James R. Waddill
Therefore
seriously."
the
foreign
1,867
The New Mexican is pleased to note fice would decline to
in the order of the vote cast for
Instruct AmbasThis even holds out in the returns that another
newspaperman has come sador Bryce to report fully on the inthem, proves this point:
fci- - district
vote
the
highest
judges,
into his own. Frank
M. P. Manzanares
4,141
has cident
the low- - been
3,679 being cast, for a Republican,
at Artesia,
Tranquilino Labadie
appointed
postmaster
Under Secretary Ackland's answer
T lor u "e'uocrat..
ine voie on me Eddy county, to succeed his father, D. was charitable,
3,217
Jose Lobato
and also somewhat
as
toiiows:
ranges
WSs
L. Newkirk, who resigned because of contemptuous, as was
W. E. Blanchard
3,196
In
natural.
J5,720
Leah.y
3,191David
illness. The father was the editor of other countries It is assumed that
George W Tripp
nomas
u.
ueo
ij,33Z the Pecos
3,129 i
Francisco Quintana
Valley News when he was great officers of government, such as
.5,082
Rafael Garcia
2,908 Jchn T. McClure
and his son, Frank, suc- Mr. Clark is, will think before they
appointed,
C.
Mechem
.4,322 ceeded him as editor. Both men
.2.865 Merritt
Tomas A. Gurale
have speak and avoid saying anything detAbbott
.4,257 done much for the
2,859
John Baron Burg
upbuilding of Ar- rimental to their own country's welF.
Herbert
.4,077
Raynoids
A. D. Vargas
.2,406
tesia, and both have stood loyally by fare.
3,551
.
.Ir.Re P. T.ilnern
When a great officer of government
,.1,9S3 Edward L. Medler
in a county
Republican principles
oun
eoiett
2,031 where
of another country does not avoid
1,919,
Thomas Cooney
are
such
from
Republicans
All the Democrats among the above
1910
Julian Trujillo
principle and not because of the speaking detrimentally to his own
12,445 votes
1 900 together received only
Manuel C. Martinez
loaves and fishes. The bandwagon in country, it Is the custom of govern
an1
a
of
less
votes
than
1
2,000
t?
SSI
change
t!kiflmnre
t
has room only for Dem- ments whose members take their re
- that section
Conrad N. Hilton
1,821 ' wcul(i have left tne Democrats with- ocrats.
W. H. Andrews has sponsibilities seriously politely to con
Delegate
a
out
300
JUQSe while if less than
W. E. Rogers
1,813
been
to newspapermen in ceal their contempt by assuming that
very
partial
i sn vcters had changed their mind, two
Para
the offender spoke merely in jest.
making
political
recommendations,
of the three .Democratic district
That is what Under
Ack
1,799
Zacarias Padilla
and
D.
both
L.
and
Frank, had been land did. But whetner Secretary
1,761 judges would have been defeated.
J. W. Mullens
consciously or
recommended by him for the postmas-tership- .
cannot
the
Democrats
Certainly,
Tt. L. Baca
not, he was in error. The Hon. Champ
DunnAh., you are In this time.
.....1,754
,
Clark was as serious in his remarks I've called five times with this bill,
C C. Catron
1,724 complain that they did not get the
about Canadian annexation as is pos- but you've been out.
1,723 square deal at the last election.
J. T. Evans
It must be remembered that
Owens Indeed? Well, you are out
sible for a person of his mental calFlorence Love
1,550
the canvassing board, con- iber.
this time. Fine morning, isn't it?
1,536
GOOD ADVICE.
Hugh M. Gage
sisting of three stalwart Republican
It ' Is true that the Hon. Champ
Robert H. Boulware
1.52S
The Albuquerque Morning Journal officials, decided every important law
'.
Clark did not express the opinions of
A. S. Goodell
1,446 today joins the New Mexican in an
SAVED
point raised in favor of the Demo- the American
Bias Sanchez
1,445 editorial
people. Not one Amer
denouncing the practice of crats, the board could not go into the ican in a thousand
has
H.
H.
any opinions
V.
Llewellyn
....1,367 pistol toting and calling upon the question of frauds of which abundon the annexation of Canada. It Is
O. T. Toombs
1,346 authorities to be more
and ant evidence was offered. In conse- not worth while to form
energetic
any. The
1,346 severe in
Remigio Lopez
enforcing the law against quence, there will be many contests
is too remote. We don't care
Pieciiiano Moreno
1,346 the promiscuous
of deadly in the courts and there will be tur- subject about it to think about it.
carrying
enough
Juan D. Casados
1,332 weapons.
moil and uncertainty for some time
But the Hon. Champ Clark was not
Manuel Cordrtva
1,2SS
On the same editorial page, the to come, before the new state can joking. He was
merely foolish. Chi
Luis R. Montoya
1,266
Journal suggests subjects for legisla- settle down to quiet enjoyment
of cago
J. W. Campbell
1,182
tion, which the New Mexican also has its newly acquired status.
J. L. House
1,102
urged and has given its hearty apWait for American Trade.
J. J. Clancy
1,058
Unusual activity prevails among the
it was STOCK MARKET CLOSED
873 proval, remembering that
James W. Chaves
W. H. Andrews, who among
WEAK AFTER NERVOUS DAY. woolen and worsted manufacturers in
Marcos TT. de Baca
859 Delegate
senatorial candidates was first urged
England, according to the report of
P. E. Carter
796
an advisory vote on the U. S. Ssnator-slup- s
H.Hodgson, general manager
AV. W. Nicholas
7S5
Orders in Union" Pa- George
Large
Selling
and urged it early enough so
of the Cleveland Worsted Mills com710
James V. Tully
cific
Made
and
Appearance
as to have given time for sucn
who
has just returned from a
pany,
W. S. Chrisman
.
669
Undertone Was Heavy.
a primary before the legislature met.
European trip. The activity extends
Charles P. Downs
614
to combers, spinners and weavers,
Says the Journal:
564
(Ev Special I,ease wire to New Mexican! while
George H. Tucker
the makers of woolen textile
"Among the needful laws which first
New York, Jan. 9. After a brief
S. J. Smith
535
themselves is a law provid- period of weakness, due largely to machinery are said to be sold ahead
493 suggest
John A. Young
from six to twelve months. It is the
for an advisory vote on United the
Duncan McGiHivray
476 ing
Equitable building fire, the stock
prospect of heavy reductions in the
The sixteen members of the House States Senators along the lines of such market became quiescent and displayAmerican tariff that
laws which have been demonstrated ed little life
has brought
De Tough If It wasn't for one t'ln
received altogether only 22,361 votes to
during the remainder of about such
be feasible and satisfactory in! the
improved conditions in I'd smash youse!
cv less than the seven first mentioned
morning.
Early reports of the
England. The Textile Manufacturers'
many other states, providing all prop-- j fire as sent to
Reggy What's that?
who received 22,959 er
London, led to selling
Republicans,
De Tough Youse looks lika a anl,
legal safeguards for such an elec cf Americans there, and when the Journal quotes Mr. Hodgson as saying
votes. If 38 voters had changed their
i
that he interviewed one of the largest
uster kni"- tion, so as to ascertain accurately the New York market
;
opened traders took English manufacturers on
mind, or less than there were fraudu- desires of
the
prevailing
in
voters
the
selection
cue
their
from
the
heaviness abroad conditions and found that he was
lent Democratic votes cast in Clayton
of their representatives in the upper and attacked the list. The
quite
weakness
piecinct, three of the sixteen Demowas most pronounced at the opening sanguine about three or four years
crats would have been defeated; if House of the National .Congress.
mora of
He
Laws providing adequate penal- in the international issues.
853 votes out of more than 60,000 votStock told Mr. uninterrupted prosperity.
Hodgson that he had work
ers had changed their mind, the ties for corrupt practices, the ,ise of exchange houses were flooded with enough ahead to take care of the
in elections,
the hiring of inquiries from out of town corresDemocratic
would money
representation
year, and he hoped that very
'workers,' and all the pernicious fea- pondents and selling orders were present
have been cut exactly in half; and tures
soon tariff matters in the United
which
have
elections
attended
heavy. The nervousness soon wore States would be
if 4,510 voters had changed their
suciently settled to
in the past years of territorialism: off, but the list made
only a small re- open the American market to Eng- THE COMEDIAN WHO'S
mind, not a single Democrat would
for
an
secret bal covery.
have been elected to the lower providing
lish manufacturers.
"That opinion,"
lot and doing away with the clumsy
ALWAYS GOOD
House. Surely, this is proof that
Large selling orders made their ap- said Mr. Hodgson, "is fairly typical
j
methods and unwieldy election
main
Union
Pacific
pearance
and of the views held by the majority of
again
is Republican to the core. A
curious fact of the above figures is chinery in vogue in the past. The it receded to its- initial low figure. Not English textile manufacturers. I saw
and sacredness of the ballot much change occurred in other stocks two
that O. T. Toombs, Remigio Lopez secrecy
very large textile plants being
should be placed at once on a perma- outside of Third avenue, which ima thing that has not occurred
and Presciliano Moreno received exerected,
IN
basis.
nent
The general undertone in many years in their
proved 11-2- .
actly the same number of votes, 1346.
particular
was
"A
law
and
business
election?
heavy
covering primary
exceedingly neighborhood, and while I have no
In the Senate the same discrepanMCDDIECT
In general and giving them the same light.
authoritative knowledge on the subcies obtrude themselves. While A. J.
i
1 believe
were
Bonds
and
legal
easier.
as
restrictions
in
standing
are
built
with
ject
being
they
J.
and
DemoThomas
Evans
Mabry,
case of other elections; and cova
the
was
Wea
Only
of
the
momentary
the
response
after
American
going
crats, were elected to the State Sen
COMEDY
ate by 73S and 7S1 votes respectively ering the election of delegates to made by copper stocks to the monthly trade, should present duties be mateof
the
conventions
in
association
lowered."
county
report
producers
rially
particular.
G. A. Kaseman, Republican, who re
"For a starter we think these will which showed a reduction in stocks
ceived 1904, and A. C. Abeytia, Repubon
do.
of
hand
Some sensible .and wise legisla22,300,000 pounds.
Rock
Democratic "Signs."
lican, who received 1,575 votes, were
While we're waiting for Mr. Bryan
will
go Island preferred was pushed up 2
defeated. The members of the State tion along these lines
to expound it to us authoritatively in
Senate ranged in accordance with the far toward making the 1912 legisla- points. The tone of the general market was much better but stocks were the Commoner, lesser voices are audivote given them, line up as follows ture of New Mexico worth while."
in scant demand.
ble. "The national significance of this
&
it being noticeable that of the seven
A PARTY OF OPPORTUNISTS.
The market closed very weak.
election
is inesti(Massachusetts)
who received more than 3,000 votes,
Acute
weakness developed among mable," says Eugene N. Fobs. "Signs
Wasn't the Associated Press dissix were Republicans, one a Progresstandard stocks In the final hour of victory for the Democratic party are 35 Clever People. 80 per cent Girls
sive Republican, and not one a Demo- patch yesterday characteristic of the the
Democracy when it said that the con- and business was on a large scale. evident everywhere," says Judson Harcrat.
sensus of the Democratic National Union Pacific again bore the brunt of mon who certainly is old enough to 1000 Hearty Laughs NOT qiSHES
Juan Navarro
4,572
the selling and gave way over four know better. "It shows we will elect
14,381 committeemen at Chicago is to await
Joseph F. Sulzer
a president next year," says Champ
CATCHY
TONEFUL
points.
what
the
will
do
Republicans
at
their
Louis C. Ilfeld
4,191
18
18
Clark. Does it, Indeed? A RepublicNational
Reif
Convention; that
Charles J. Laughren
SONGS HITS
the
4,040
in New York; a Repuban
PRESIDENT
legislature
TAFT
TO
ASKS
CALL
William M. McCoy
4.033 publicans nominated Taft to nominEDITORIAL CONVENTION. lican legislature in New Jersey; a ReE B. Gallegos
3,169 ate a Progressive to oppose him, and
two A Carload. Special Scenery and
publican governor In Maryland;
if
Roose-venthe
nominate
John S. Clark
Republicans
3,149
Handsome Costumes
Men Who Make and new Republican senators coming on
the
Are
They
to
nominate
a
Iraac Barth
2,961
standpatter like
from New Mexico, nothing in the least
Governors
Unmake
and
Who
Harmon.
There seems to be no abid
E. A. Miera
2.346
resembling a Democratic "landslide" SPECIAL AFTER HOLIDAY PRICES
Favor World Peace.
Thomas D. Burns
1,993 ine principle among the Democratic
So glad
anywhere but In Kentucky.
75c.
J. F. Hinkle
1,843 leaders, except it be "Anything to CBv Special Leased Wire to New
Hartford
Mexlcanl you are pleased, gentlemen.
C. Crampton
1,817,' win." A party of opportunism, of ex- Washington, D. C, Jan. 9. Presi- Courant (Rep.).
Seats on Sale SAT. JAN. 6th at
Poleslo Romero
.1,783 pediency, of peanut politics.
It is a dent Taft has been asked to call a
. i
.n
.
.
..
,
T
Fischers Drugstore.
ri n i.
ao
suvemeu
oy
Bosses
not
wiio
for
the
conference
of
men who make the
yaiu
Fillip'
Republicans.
Abelino Romero
1,632 want to take the public into confi-- sentiment that makes and unmakes
elections
On the whole, the
Fred F. Doepp
1,422 dence, for a motion to throw the Dera- - governors the
Be Wise Get YoursEarly
representatives of the In the states are .distinctly encour&S- -
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How About That Fire Insurance?
IS YOUR PROPERTY

Think About If!,

--

Then. Act!

THE MOULTON - ESPE COMPANY

Hi

SANTA FE, N. M.

GENERAL AGENTS.

X

; AT COST

New-kir-

GOATS

ID

X
X
X
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FULLY PROTECTED ?

X
X
X
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LADIES, MISSES AND CHILDREN,
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ALSO LADIES' SUITS.
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ADOLF

GOODS

DRY
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GO. E

X
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THE PALACE . r ,

mm

AND

THE MONTEZUMA

OTELS

-

t

the Capital City of New Mexfco. Room
en suit with private baths. Cuisine and table service unexcelled.
'

Large Sample Rooms.

!

BILLY

THE

w

CLIFFORD

muuiiL j

MUSICAL

THE GIRL,
THE MAN
THE GAME?

Short Orders run Day
222 San Francisco Street

$1.50 $1.00

"

;..i,iu,

1

off-ye-

::

Let Hlrh Know It rr you are out ot
a position, you must let the employer
know it. A want advertisement in the
New Mexican will reach every fetisi'
ness and professional man in the city
and county and a great many in the
territory. If you have any special talent, do not hide it under a butiei.

-

'

Hot & Cold

::

Regular Meals 25c.
Baths.

Electric Lights

G. LLPE HERRERA,

Prop

Carriage, Automobile,
AND

SIGN
PAINTING

If your children are subject to at- SATISFACTION
tacks' or croup, watch for the first Mirror Silvering
symptom, hoarseness. Give Chamber EtCatdgBrna?iaSS
GUARANTEED
lain's Cough Remedy as soon as the
child becomes hoarse and the attack PAUL P.
LACASSAQNE,
may be warded off. For sale by all"
305 San Francisco Street.
dealers.

SH UK SALE
Biggest slaughter sale ever pulled off in this city
BOYS' AND MEN'S SHOES
For two weeks only to make room
for Spring Stock

At Cost All Standard Lines
BELOW COST ALL ODD SIZES AND STYLES
If you do not need them now it will pay you to buy and hold
them. All sales on these SPECIAL PRICES are for

SPOT CASH ONLY.

t,

j

& Night.

Furnished rooms in connection.

'.

o

THOS. DORAN, Proprietor

Coronado Restaurant

-

Tuesday January 9th

Under the Same Management.

The only GOOD HOTELS In

Inter-Ocea-

ELK'S THEATRE

Now

Santa Fe, New Mexico,

B.
;

TONNIES
Wst

204

Palace Avenue.

TUESDAY, JANUARY 9, 1912.

SPHE SAOTA

UNITED STATES BANK

TRUST CO.

&

CAPITAL $50,000 00
Does a General Banking

Business

Your Patronage Solicited
B. LAUGHLIN, President
W. E. GRIFFIN

Established

H. F. STEPHENS, Cashier,
Asst. Cashier

1856.

1903.

Incorporated

AT COST

I

Must be Cleaned
i
Up to Make
Room f or Reg
ular Stock
nnMPANY
UUllll fill I

P. 0. Box, 219.

:

:

:

:

:

Phone 36

:

WEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

Ward came over from Las Vegas this
neon and spent the afternoon here on
legal and political business.
E. S. Baker, forest ranger of the
Pecos reserve, will leave the city toA wrongdoer is often a man that
morrow for a trip through the eastern
has left something undone, not always
part of the forest reserve.
he that has done something.
Marcus
Charles A. Spicss, the prominent
Aurelius.
Las Vegas attorney and Republican
Mrs. Renehan will not be at home leader, left the city last night after
spending several days in the capital.
tomorrow.
Dr. J. G. Moir of Deming, member
Mrs. Moulton will not be at home
of the territorial board of health and
tomorrow afternoon.
Domingo Tflribano a ranchman of isedical examiners, arrived on the beCerrilloB, is in the ciiy transacting lated train from the south last
business.
PERSONAL MENTION

Hugh H. Williams, corporation commissioner, was an arrival last evening
from Deming.
Malaquias Martinez, coal oil inspector,-left
the city yesterday for his
home in Taos.
Ruby Roibal, a teacher in the public school of Cieneguilla. was in town
Sunday visiting friends.
County Commissioner
Esqulpiila
Jiron arrived in Santa Fe last night
from his home in Pojoaque.
Avery Turner, of Amarillo, Texas,
general superintendent of the Santa
Fe is a guest at the Palace.
Mrs. M. J. Poynter of Iola, 111., stopped over yesterday in Santa Fe on
her way to visit her son in Espanola.
Roy Green, a ranchman from near
Cerrillos arrived in the city last
night and is a guest at the Montezuma.
Herbert J. Hagerman
of Rosweil will be among the
who will attend the inauguration.
Dr. J. M. Cunningham, the Ias Vegas banker, is in the Capital to attend the Board of Equalization meeting.
Sinion Romero of Tierra Amarilla,
is visiting friends in the city. He
will remain until after the inauguration.
Lorenzita Romero, a teacher in the
Agua Fria schools, left the city after
visiting several days with friends
here.
Dr. Winchester leit the city last
night for Clayton, after taking the
territorial medical examination yes-

1'ormer City Attorney H. S. Bow
man and his wife left on the noon
train Sunday for Santa Fe, where
they will rftside in the future. Clo-vi-s

Journal.
State Senator-Elec-t

,

of FranK Hubprominent Re
stockman of
the city last

B. M. Thomas, deputy

supervisor of
the Juarez forest reserve, left Santa
Fe for Albuquerque where he has
been detailed for duty for six weeks

to the district

W. F. Taliaferro of Topeka, tax
agent: of the Santa Fe system, is In
Santa Fe to attend the Board of
Equalization.
Ventura Baros, a cattleman of Stanley, southern Santa Fe county, is in
the city visiting his children who attend school here.
F. P. Jones of Silver City, a member
of the Territorial Board of Equaliza-tion is ' In the city to attend the
board's meeting.
Dr. Cosner, one of the candidates for
a permit to practice medicine in New
Mexico, returned yesterday to his
home in Albuquerque.
District Attorney Charles W. G.

J. F. Hinkle and
County Commissioner W. M. Atkinson
of Rosweil arrived last evening to at
tend the meeting of the board of
equalization.
of Sandoval,
Alejandro Sandoval
Sandoval county, member of the Territorial Board of Equalization, is in
the city in attendance on the sessions
of the board.
Miss Elsie Staley, of the latin department of the high school, arrived
in Santa Fe yesterady from Oklahoma
City, where she sient the holidays

with her parents.
J. L. Hubble, brother
ble of Albuquerque, a
publican leader and
Oranado, Arizona, left
night for his home.

terday.

SELIGMAN

IB

i

George M. Laird, special agent of
the general land office, left the city
Uday over the New Mexico Central
for Tucumcari.
He will be absent a
month on official business.
Dr. Gates, who took the territorial
medical examination yesterday at the
capitol, departed for his "home in El
Paso. He will practice medicine in
the new state in the near future.
S. S. Litindburg. the auditor for the
Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Company, who has been here in
the interest of the company, returned
to his home in Denver last evening.
Judge A. B. Fall of Three Rivers,
left the Capital last night for AlbuFrom there he will go to
querque.
El Paso where he will transact business, expecting to return here for the

FURNISHED HOUSES
,

FOR RENT

O.C. WATSON & CO.
INSURANCE,

SURETY

Phone, Red 189.

BONDS,

REAL ESTATE,
...
f

119 San Francisco St

January Clearing Sale
BEGINNING TUESDAY,

Manicuring,

Special
Prices
On Apples

Ladies' Suits, Ladies', Misses' and Children's Coats
will be on sale at the GREATEST REDUCTIONS ever offered
in Santa Fe. This sale will continue one week only. We expect to close out this entire stock, making room for NEW
SPRING GOODS, and ask those who want anything in this
line to come early and make first selections.
Francisco St
JULIUS H. GERDES, 5an Santa
Fe, New Mex.

While They Last

THE GIFT STORE

I

Fancy Apples, Per Box, $1.50

EVERY ARTICLE OF OUR LARGE
AND COMPLETE STOCK ESPECIALLY ADAPTED
fUK inti nuLlLIAY SEASON

Choice,

Pay us a visit ere making your selection. Our prices are
aiways as low as the lowest

V,

'H. C. YONTZ,

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

Day or Night Phone, 130 Red.

66-6-

Next Door to Postoff ice.

o3

Cooking

SMfSr I

MULLIGAN & RISING,

8

S.

H.

"

6 lbs.

"

Per Box,

"

7 lbs. for

.25

"

Per Box,

1.00

"

8 lbs.

S. KAUNE

for

.25
--

for

a

1.25

.25

GO.

Staple and Fancy Groceries

Rising

of

Rosenfeld were married yesterday in!
Judge Craig's office at Albuquerque,
and afterwards held a rerentimi i.t thai
home of Mr. and Mrs. Brillinger. who!
were me witnesses of the ceremony.
Mr. and Mrs. Xoa llfelri will
u leave tor a six months' tour of
Lurope, and a cruise in the Mediter
ranean. They will sail from New
York on February 11. Mr. Ufdd
to be hack iii time to take
part
in the presidential election next November. Albuquerque Journal.
Arthur E. P. Robinson of Santa Fe,
state manager of the Urnthpri-.n,f
American Yeomen tor New Mexico,!
arrived in the city yesterday and last
night addressed a session of the local
veomen
lodge. Albuquerque

!,,.

Corn Market
Hardened
and Oats
Though Dull Held Firm A De
cline in Hogs.
(By Special leased Wire to New Mexican
Chicago, 111., Jan. 9. With the
railway spreading in the Argentine
and with the weather less favorable
wheat prices today showed a tendency to rise.
The opening here was
to
higher.
May started at 101
to
1011-2- ,
a gain of
to
but reacted to .101. The close was
steady
with May down
at 100
A leading trader bidding for
large
lots, and getting little caused
the
corn market to harden but them v.au
considerable scattered commission
selling and as a result an easier tone.
May opened unchanged to c
un at
to 64
and reacted to 64
The close was steady at 64
with May the same as last nigbi.
Oats, though dull, held firm until
other grain began to weaken. May
was unchanged to a shade higher at
491-to 49
but sagged to
4

1rf

PIECES OF HIGH CLASS LACES
that usually sell up to 25c, now at

100

PIECES THAT SELL UP TO 30c,
now at 5c, no more or less

Such bargains as these are very rare in the
large department stores of the East. ' You will
need lace soon for the spring sewing.

You Can Save Up to

200

We will leave it to you if you want to do this.
The only thing is, if you want to do it, you had

better hurry.

W. N. TOWNSEND & CO.
Exclusive ROYAL TAILOR Dealers.

The PRICE MAKER of the City.
Dealer.

Exclusive VICTOR PHONOGRAPH

FOR RENT
Office Rooms in the Capital City Bank Building.

.

Only a few rooms remain unlet in the most centrally
located and modern office building in the city. Steam
For rates apply to
heat and elevator service.

JOSEPH

B.

HAYWARD, MANAGER,

Room 8, Capital City Bank Building,

Santa Fe,

N. M.

c

49c.

A decline in hogs at the yards here
and a big run at western centers
made provisions lower all around.
First sales were unchanged to 5c
off, with May 16.221-to 16.25 for
for lard and 8.721-pork; 9.521-to
8 75 for ribs.

Order your flowers now for the

INAUGURAL BALL

2

Located One Block East from the Old Sun Miguel Church.

2

CENSUS BUREAU'S REPORT
IN COTTON GINNED.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C, Jan. 9. The
Census Bureau's cotton ginning report, showing the number of running
bales of cotton ginned, prior to JanuUnited
ary, issued today shows:
States, 14,332,756; round bales,
Sea Island, 106,439; Oklahoma
ginned, 902,562; Texas, 3,935,539.
96,-22-

CLARENDON GARDEN

at the

2

PRICES:

'

$2.50 to $12.00 per dozen
1.50 to 2.50 "
2.00 to 3.00 "
Roses, Red,
"
Carnations, Red, Pink & Wnite, 1.00 to 1.50 "
"
1.25
.
Yellow Snap Dragons, .
.
American Beauties,
Roses, Pink and White,

Narcissus,
Lilys of the Valley,
Violets,

.

.

.

.
.

...

1.00

1.00
1.00

R. V. BOYLE, Manager.

Phone Black 12.

this city, returned to their

home in Lawton, Okla., yesterday.
They have been visiting their son. the
past several weeks.
Miss Ora Wade, of the high school
of this city, is snow bound on a train
somewhere between here and Ellsworth, Kas., where she spent the
Christmas recess with her parents.
She left her home last Saturday according to word received by Professor
.T. A. Wood.
Leonard Johnson, a magazine solicitor, who caused the arrest and conviction of a fraudulent solicitor in the
same business some time ago in Albuquerque, is in the city on business.
He makes his headquarters in Seattle,
but spends much o his time in the
cities of New Mexico.
Dr. H. W. Jackson, surgeon for the
Mexican National Railways of Mexico, who makes his home in, and conducts a sanitarium at, Durango, Mexico, returned to his work after taking
examination
the territorial medical
here. Dr. Jackson intends to remove
his family from Mexico to Las Cru-ce-

ELK'S THEATRE
CARPETS

Friday, January 12th

I

The

ION

tut

OUSE
By CHARLES KLEIN
Author of
Musie
Muster and The
Third Degree"

AND RUGS ARE A DELIGHT,
YES, A NECESSITY, IN WINTER 1

We have a splendid new assortment of Axminster and Wilton
Rugs which will give your home an air of comfort that cannot
be had in any other way. See also our selection of Bird's Eye
Aiaple Futniture and beautiful Circassian Walnut Bedroom
Suits, which every housewife should see before purchasing
any more furniture. We have also some fine
Chinaware which you will need for your Christmas dinner and
parties. And the price will be right, too.
Pope-Sloss-

on

THE AKERS WAGNER FURNITURE AND
UNDERTAKING COMPANY.

Years in New York
One Year in Chicago

Two

Interpreted by a Notable Cast
Miss Jane Groves, who has been
spending the Christmas holidays with "The Great American Play of Today"
S.
her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
NEW YORK PRESS
Croves, in this city, returned to Emporia, Kansas, last Monday morning
where she is taking a special course
$1.00 & $1.50
in kindergarten work. She expresses
herself as being delighted with the Seats on Sale at Fischer Drug Store
work. Carlsbad Argus. l
Wednesday, January 10th.

NO PROFIT ON THE LAMP-I- TS

dull days away," beginning
we are piacing our

Our Annual White Sales have become a household word among the wise buyers of this community. This week's " White Sale " is on
Laces onlyjust two prices, 3 cts. and 5 cts.

c

8

i

y,

Annual Sale of Laces on the Counter.

trespass
case, which it is expected will hr int.!
en up before Judge Abbott. Albu-- j
querque Journal.
George Palmer and Miss nortnwle

8

t

;

to-da-

c

j

i

Just to "drive

timber

Mclntosh-Romer-

4

inauguration.

Massaging,

e

RAILWAY STRIKE IN
ARGENTINE BOOSTS WHEAT.

1

WANTED

C. V. Downs of Grenville,
t'nion
county, was one of the candidates before the medical board of the ucw
stale Monday, being examined for a
license. Mr. Downs was for years a
practicing physician in Oklahoma
City, but moved to New Mexico for his
wife's health. He has just purchased
a 2,2i0-acrfarm near Grenville.
Upon instructions of General Pas
senger Agent F. A. Wadleigh, District
Passenger Agent W. D. Shea will
leave tomorrow to visit every imnort- ant point on the Denver and Rio
Grande system to urge people to attend the inauguration
of the first
state governor at Santa Fe, on next
Monday, the Denver & Rio Grande
having granted a single fare rate for
the round trip.
Attorney Charles A. Spiess of Las
Vegas, arrived last night on one of the
delayed trains. Mr. Spiess will this
morning appear in the district court!
as attorney for the defendant in the!

,

office.

David Martinez, Jr., newly elected
county school superintendent of Rio
Arriba county, arrived in Santa Fe
last night. He will go before the department of public instruction today
qualify for his office.
Mr. Cassidy, an artist from Denver,
has taken a house on Capitol Hill and
will spend the winter in Santa Fe. He
nas attracted here by the quaintness
of the place and will choose as subChiropody, Vacuum Treatment,
jects for canvasses the varied scenery in the vicinity.
Dandruff, falling hair and baldness!
George W, Armijo, county clerk,
positively cured. Pimples, blackheads, took leave , .today of the officials
facial' fines, absolutely removed. All and employes at the county court
kinds of hair work done.
house, after turning over the keys to
MRS. R. LOPEZ,
Clerk M. A. Ortiz. George is exceedPhone 5075
343 San Francisco St. ingly popular at the court house because of his genial and generous
ways.
Miss Mabel Ashton,
of
formerly
now of Madrid, southern SanH.
KAUNE
GO Denver,
ta Fe county, is visiting her cousin,
Mrs. J. B. Read.
Attorney C. D. Cleveland returned
and
Groceries
Staple
Fancy
to Santa Fe today from Albuquerque
where he has been visiting friends
for the past week.
Boyd W; Winter returned yesterday to his studies at the University
or Colorado at Boulder, Colo., after
spending the holidays with his parents here.
C. F. Rising, the parents of C. A.

PAGE ?IVE

Prices, 75c,

JAMES C. McCONVERY,
Hardy Plants and Flowers in their Season.
415 Palace Avenue.

Phone. Black 204.

'

CURRENT WE WANT TO SELL

!

j!
i!

3
You

Listen ! Why Not Get the Benefit of All the Light ?
are using it. It saves
rooms are
THE
and
pay for, by having it right where
your

SAVES
EYES. Our display
on
you
open for your
light bill
we
have the finest line of Reading and Student Lamps that can be seen anywhere, and we will sell them right. Get away from
inspection, and
the idea that these lamps are expensive. Cheaper, cleaner, give the maximum light, and better looking than anything you can get. "

in

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT COMPANY, WASHINGTON STREET.

Tj
St

--

5
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Clever Musical Farce.
Clifford
and his
(Single)
merry company of tnirty-nv- e
never
artists, with an all girlie chorus will
be the offering at the Erks' Theatre
tonight iu the merry musical farce
'The Girl, the Man and the Game?"
Billy is well known to the theatre- loving public of this city, and is offering this season an attraction even
high above ihe usual high standing
maintained by him, r.nd "the GUI the
Billy

RATON NEW MEXICO.

Miles

a iu
7 io

(

IUJ yj

Company.

GENERAL OFFICES
(Read Down)

Olfivc
add Wnvorc
IT
a

I

..

.

Ar
Lv

Cimarron
(Jlmarron

....

Ar

Ut3 .Park, N. M...LV

am

Ar

H"!sn

-

.

cvrJ

Soutb.i- -

J.

G. DEDMAN,

Superintendent.

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
Bisbee, Douglass
Prnm Q auui r?P andail Paso
New Mexico
points
and to thePacific
5n

Mexico

Coast, via NEW MEXICO

CENTRAL to Torrance thence

iTIIE

EAST

BEST

OR

ROUTE

WEST

Man and the Game" has proven the wardrobe are used iii the presentation
greatest success or n:s career, having of the merry play. .
a m v
toured the countrj' for forty weeks
Is Better Than Ever.
the past season, being one of the few
Charles Klein's greatest work "The
attractions that gave universal satis-- !
Lion and tbe Mouse" is scheduled for
faction.
'
It is a mixture of farce and light a welcome visit to the Elks' theater
comedy with nv.isical interruptions of on Friday, January 12, and it is but
which there are eighteen, and none of f.iir to the intelligence of the local
which intrude upon the other, and theatergoing public to predict that it
removed, forms the will be seen by as many who have
suggestiveness
neucleus of a very pleasant two hours never witnessed this great play of
of fun and enjoyment. Billy has in financial conditions as those who
his support an exceptionally
clever have so thoroughly enjoyed it in the
It has been a long time, in
company with a bevy of pretty sing- - past.
fact out of the memory of many, since
ing and dancing girls, the scenic and
electrical effects up to his regular a play has been produced that has
won the universal praise shown this
standing and wardrobe galore that is drama and
the fact that it is based on
bright, clean and gorgeous, and there
is no doubt that his engagement here existing conditions in the lives of
some of our money kings of today
will prove one of the most acceptable
makes it stronger in commanding the
seaof
the present theatrical
offerings
attention of those in all walks of
son.
life. The United Play Company has
There are eighteen tuneful catchy done much, too, in holding "The Lion
song hits of the kind that linger in and the Mouse" at the high plane esyour mind for many
tablished at the very outset.
, among
j

Forrates"andSf ulljinformation"address

EUGENE FOX

Q

&

p. Agent,

El Paso Texas

Rates.

Holiday

Account of the Christmas and New
Years Holidays, the

DENVER & RIO GRANDE R. R.

SIXTEEN

DELEGATES

y

h--

To El

Arizona,

RED

(From Chas. A. Edwards.)
Chicago, Jan. 9. A ludicrous lot of
The organization of the Brotherhood
cab, dray and farm horses would be
the only mounts for national guard of North American Indians is an acand regular cavalrymen in case of
complished fact.
They held a two
war, judging from the scarcity of
horses for the Chicago mounted po- weeks' council in Washington, which
and
lice.
Investigation has shown that vas attended by one hundred
the motley steeds hired for the an- sixteen delegates from forty-tw- o
tribes
nual I. X. G. encampments and man- and they are really and seriously in
euvers are the best that could be ex- earnest.
pected for real service, and
They have become imbued with the
are alarmed. fact
cavalrymen
that all nationalities have known
They attribute the scarcity of light for many years that in
organisation
horses to the heavy importation of
there is strength. They have organtlvaft stallions which has occurred
ized for the
purpose of obtaining
during the last fifty years. During tlieir rights- and their privileges
unthe Civil War the officers experienced
der the Constitution of the ITnited
little or no difficulty in mounting
because they are now cu.izens
their men but in these days of prog- otStates,
the United States and accent all
ress the prosperous' farmer no longer
as citizens and dekeeps a fine team of carriage horses; responsibilities
mand all their rights and privileges
buys an automobile and confines as such. These
they have not rehis stable to heavy
draft horses
is for
which can be used to a greater ad- ceived, and this organization
the purpose of enforcing their claims
on
the
farm.
The
mounted
vantage
and obtaining these rights. They are
police of Chicago and New York ride Indians
first and politicians next, and
some of the finest animals in the
the politician of whatever party who
country but so hard are these to se- refuses to promise them that their
cure that they employ men to hunt
shall te preserved, that they
the country over to find the few hors- - rights
shall obtain redress for all wrongs
Ci. they require and pay as high
as and1 a
decided and radical change in
for a single animal. Titers are
the methods, of the Indian bureau connew said to be four blooded draft
those claims and rights that
stallions to every blooded stallion of cerning
something is going to happen politicbuild
in
and
some
western
lighter
to the people who deny them
states the ratio is as high as eight to ally
these rights.
There are now approximately
held a convention that was
27. 000 horses in the
regular army; an They
outbreak of hostilities would require partly secret and partly open, and in
twice that number and every four to their secret conclaves, every man
six months would require a complete was instructed as to his duties to his
ntw issue of mounts. "At the pres- tribe, and what he was to say to
ent rata of breeding draft and light them when he returned to the home
horses we wrould have to mount our council fires. If any politician dethat
men on heavy horses," said a cavalry- ludes himself into the belief
man, "but an army cannot be mount these Indians will not vote as tothey
obed on drafters if it is to use its cav- have decided to vote, in order
tain these rights and adjust these
alry and field artillery to an advan
tage. All modern countries have pi oner claims, he is playing a losing
found it necessary to encourage tha game, and he would better sit up and
or he will be left in the
take
breeding of light horses and America lurch notice,
when the Indian vote is recordhas at. last followed its example by
ed in the next election.
establishing breeding stations where
a farmer can breed his mare free of These Indians adopted a constituand elected Richcharge and be assured a good pTice tion and
and
ifor the colt. Ths only obligation ard C. Adams, Great Sachem
the farmer incurs is to allow the gov Jcseph Craig, Great Secretary.
ernment an option of $150 on the colt
when it is 3 years old. The supply of CONTRIBUTIONS OF BUSINESSlight horses would gradually increase
MEN TO BAND CONCERT.
under this plan and if war should
break out there would be sufficient
The following persons have contribhorses on hand to carry our army uted amounts
set opposite their rea
to
as
disastrous
through
campaign
names to the band for Sunhorse flesh as the Civil War, where spective
for the month of Deeach soldier used three mounts a day concerts,
1911:
cember,
year. It is hoped Congress will pro$30.00
vide a larger appropriation for these City of Santa Fe
2.00
W. Clancy
!F.
stations
this
breeding
year."
1.00
This is the most disastrous season L. C. Arrnijo
2.00
for theatrical companies
that has Nathan Jaffa
2.00
been seen for years, judging by the Wm. J. Mills
1.00
mournings of 1,000 to 1,500 actors and Robt P. Ervien
50
actresses who are in Chicago, idle, C.H. Fairfield
.25
swarming at the agencies and "stall- Rupert F. Asplund
.25
ing" at hotels and boarding houses.. II S. Clancy
2.00
Whether it is due to the moving pic- Jacob Weltmer
1.00
ture shows or the bursting of the Montezuma Hotel
1.00
vaudeville
bubble the results are Butt Bros. Co
hard on histrionic genius and all sur- Palace Hotel
1.00
2.00
plus gems, furs and wardrobe that Water & Light Co
can be "soaked." Forty companies Julius Muralter
50
have "closed" during the last three Mulligan & Rising
1.00
weeks in the surrounding states and W. H. Coebel
1.0J
beat a more or less orderly retreat to The Moulton-Esp1.00
Co
Chicago. There is real pathos in Theo. Corrick
1.00
plenty among these people of the The Capital Pharmacy
2.00
stage. "Company after company has M. B. Krause
50
returned to Chicago within the last Seligman Bros. Co
3.00
week," said a booking agent. "There Santa Fe Hdwe. & Supply Co. . . 2.00
are 200 applicants for every place I W. N. Townsend Co
1.00
can offer. At least a thousand1 actors
s
2.00
Hdsve. Co
and actresses are looking for work J H.
1.00
here now," was the statement of an- J. H. Vaughn
2.00
other office which closed three com- N. M. Gerdes Co
1.50
Printing
panies recently. "Usually when the
1.00
& Co
new year comes around there are a K. S. Kaune
1.00
Jno. Levert
large number of companies going S.
1.00
Spitz
out, but this year it is all coming in
2.00
and nothing going out." "There are Adolf Seligman
2.00
hundreds of chorus girls here now Zook's Pharmacy . i
1.00
Pacheco
looking for places where usually it is Domingo
1.00
haTd to find any at this time of year," J. B. Read
3.00
R.
Harry Askin said. "Managers are O. J. Palen
1.00
K.
Barber
Shop
complaining that they cannot get
2.00
,. ..
enough shows and the owners of the J. Pflueger .,
1.00
companies are saying they cannot get H. C. Yontz
:
1.00
audiences.
I am
placing a large F. Andrews
. 1.00
number with southern stock compa Farah & Anijuando
2.00
nies, hut hundreds are going to be John Hampel
1.00
out of work during' the cold spell, I Leo Hersch
2.00
am afraid."
Sisters of Charity.
1.00
Furn. Co
1.00
Fair and Warmer Weather That Henry Krick
cold wave predicted by the Weather Dudrow Lumber Yard
1.00
Bureau never touched Santa Fe al- Capital Coal Yard
1.00
50
though yesterday was eight degrees Andres Salsido
below the normal, not a single' day, W. G. Sagent
2.00
thus far this year having reached the Chas. F. Easily
1.00
normal of the past forty years. The Alters & Levy
2.00
maximum yesterday was 27 degrees W. E. Griffin
50
and the minimum 13 degrees. It was K. F. Stephens
50
a clear day, a little colder and wind1.00
Anaya & Lopez
ier than today. The relative humidity Prof. Sergner
2.00
last evening was 46 per cent.
H. B. Cartwright & Bro.
2.00
'
.50
Winter Grocery Co
Liquor Without a License Regino F. T. Blandy
50
Vigil was arrested at Taos on the Edw. L. Safford
1.00
charge of selling liquor without a Bowman & Dunlavy
1.00
license.
conse-o.uentl-

F. M. WILLIAMS,
G. P. Aaerrt,

VAN HOUTEN,
V. P. 4 G. M..

f

Convention Was In Part Secret
and In Part Open to
the Public.

A special baggage carload of scenic Ludicrous Lot of Horses Availaelectric effects and dazzling gorgeous
ble For National Guard and
U. S- Army.

'

pm :.pm

W

Brotherhood of North America Is Organized by Them
at Washington

merit.

nc Colfax wlt'i E. H. 4 S. W. Hy. train both North and
J
SStiMre for Van Houten N.
meeti trains at Preston N.lM."
N. M., at 9;00 . m, dally exeep'
Htaae leaves tHe Park. N, M for Rllzaljc-ttHown- .
nndsys, Knre ti uoone way ft.59 .ound trio; fifty pound baiiaaje carried freo.
0. A S. train luaves L)s .fci1103, N, M- -. for the acmtli at ll-.lp. in. ;arrlves from th
tb at 4:38 a. m

(Connects

GREftHi-l-
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6 35
6 ?.7
6 17
6 00

GET YOUR MONEY BACK

MOLD

i

rns

'

PUBLISHES RATE OF

One Fare for
AH

the Round Trip Between

Stations on its Lines.
SELLING DATES:

Dec. 23,

2425,30

and 31,1911; also Jan.

1, 1912

Return Limit, January 3, 1912.

Wood-Davi-

institute

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

tS

JA'

mi iv4

Hotel Arrivals.

"

ca-

talogues address:
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

Superintendent

THE STAR BARN
Successor to

MORGAN LIVERY CO.

have purchased the Morgan Livery Co., stock and
equipment and the place will be known hereafter as
THE STAR BARN. My endeavor will be to give the
best service to the public and will keep the business
open at all times day and night, with first class line
of livery rigs, hacks and baggage wagons.
I

I Will appreciated

your patronage and influence

130 Sao Francisco St.

New Pool Hall X. Salmon has rentthe rooms formerly occupied by
the Sanitary Meat and Livestock Co.
to Barrack and Garhard, who will
conduct a pool hall. The two stories
being built in the rear will be equipped as club rooms.
er!

THE DANGER OF LA GRIPPE.
Is its fatal tendency to pneumonia.
To cure your la grippe coughs take
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound.
R. E. Fisher, Washington, Kas., says:
"I was troubled with a severe attack
of la grippe that threatened pneumonia. A friend advised Foley's Honey
and Tar Compound and I got relief
after taking the first fewr doses. T took
three bottles and my la grippe wa3
cured."
Get the genuine, in the yel
low package. For sale by all druggists.

PBGFESH

CARDS

ATTORNEYS AT LAW
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
Attorneys-nt-La-

Practice in tiie Distri t Court a
well as before the Supreme Court ot
the territory.
Las Cruces,
New Mexico,
E. C. ABBOTT

s
District
and Supreme Courts.
Prompt and careful
attention given to all business.
Bant a Fe.
New Mexico
Attorney-at-La-

Practice in the

G. W. PRICHARD

Attorney and Counsellor at Law
Practice in all the District Court'
and gives special attention to casei
before the Territorial Supreme Court
Off ce: Laughlin Bib, Santa Fa. N. M.
C.

VY.

G. WARD

Territorial District Attorn y
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
New Mexico.
lai Vegas,
HARRY D. MOULTON
Attorney-at-La-

Santa 7e, N. U.0
G. L. O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty

Formerly Special Agent,

Chas. F. Easley.
Chas, R. Easley
EASLEY & EASLFY.
Attorneys at Law.
Practice in tb courts and befor

Land Department
Land grants and'' titles examined.

Bauwi

r e,

is. m., nrancn Office Estancia, N. M.

McKEAN & CHEETHAM,
Attorneys-at-Law-

.

Practice in ail the Courts and Before the Interior Department.
New Mexico.
Taos,

'.

REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON. Secretary,
and W. A. FINLEY.

For particulars and Illustrated

ders.
Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets aid to insure hearty appetite, aid digestion
and promote nutrition.
As evidence
of our sincere faith in Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets, we ask you 1o try
them at our risk. If they do not give
we will reyou entire satisfaction,
turn you the money you paid us for
them, without question of formality.
They come in three sizes, prices 25
cents, 50 cen'is and $1.00. Remember
yen can obtain them only at our store
The Rexall Store.
The Fischer
Drug Co., 232 San Francisco St., Santa Fe, N. M.

e

New Mexico Military
"The West Point of th Southwest"
Banked t7 United States War DeInstitupartment as "Distinguished
tion." Army officers detailed hy Wai
Department
Through Academic course, preparing young men for college or business
life. Great amount of 6pen air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located In the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 3Vul)
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during the
season.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings,
colleges.
throughly
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
In all respects.

This Medicine Does Not Satisfactorily Benefit You.
Practicing physicians making a specialty of stomach troubles are really
responsible , for the formula from
which Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets are
made.
We have simply profited by
the experience of experts.
Our experience with Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets leads us to believe them
to be an excellent remedy for the
relief of acute digestion and chonic
Their ingredients are
dyspepsia.
soothing and healing to the inflamed
membranes of the stomach.
They
are rich in pepsin, one of the greatest dyspepsia aids known to medicine. The relief they afford is- almost
immediate.
Their use with persistency and regularity for a short time
helps to bring about a cessation of
the pains caused by stomach disorIf

"On the First Dark
Night, Next Week," "Hands Up," Over
a Thousand Out of
"Home Run Bill," "Mine." "I Want a
Girl. Like the Girl That Married Dear
Job in Chicago This
Old Dad," "Rose Marie," "Mammy's
Winter
Shufflin Dance," "The Famous "Billy"
"Beautiful
Love," "Winnie
Song,"
From Winning," "Texas Tommy's FORTY
GOIPliES ARE
Dance," "The Girl, Man and Game
and
of
others
several
Waltz,"
equal

8 20
8 02
7 45

Lv

MiNS

HARD SEASON
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9 05

Colfax

--

.
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JANUARY 9, 1912.

TUESDAY,

them being:

9 82
8 55.

Cerro-sos-

Nash

iTTTTTT .

30

1UJ VI

?T. ST.

Yours in Business
Santa Fe. N. M.

J. R. CREATH.
Phone Main

139

Dr. W. C. Weber, Wrest Saelm,
Coronado.
D. M. Martinez, Jr., Velarde.
Pablo Martinez, Velarde.
Daniel Romero, Velarde.
J. F. Rawley, Chamita.
J. L. Hartley, Lamy.
Ventura Baros, Stanley.
Trinidad Olguin, City.
N, O. Reddish, Alamosa.
J. Sandoval, City.

111.

Palace.
H. L. Waldo, Las Vegas.
W. F. Taliaferro, Topeka.
J. M. Cunningham, Las Vega's.
Dr. E. C. Bullard, Jamestown, R. I.
Avery Turner, Amarillo, Texas.
J. F. Hinkle, Roswell.
F. P. Jones, Silver City.
G. W. Pilchard, City.
POLITICS AND POLITICIANS.
W. M. Atkinson, Roswell.
D. C. Schweitzer, and Mrs. SchweitBernalillo County Officials Qualify
zer, New York City.
All the newly elected Bernalillo
.T. L. McDonnell,
Las Vegas.
C. A. Carruth, Antonito.
county officials have qualified now
with the exception of District Judga
L. L. Aitken, Colorado Springs.
H. F. Raynolds, Probate Judge Julius
Montezuma.
Staab, and County. Clerk A. F. Walker
These gentlemen will probably qualiMrs. M. J. Poynter, Iola, 111.
Dr. F. Shoemaker and daughter, fy before the end of the week, in fact
Judge Raynolds has announced his inCity.
tention of taking the oath ot office toW. J. Stehle, Albuquerque.
morrow. County Clerk A. F. Walker
Alejandro Sandoval, Sandoval.
will also teke the oath at the same
Angus McGillivray, Estancia.
lime. Judge Staab, who is in Denver
T. C. Searle, El Paso.
will qualify as soon as ho returns.
J. G. Moir, Denting.
J. E. Paracke, Moriarty.
Yesterday Pitt Ross, the newly elected county surveyor, Mike Mandell,
H. T. Mattack, Moriarty.
the county treasurer, and his chief
Walter A. Piers, Denver.
G. S. Ford, Pecos, Texas.
deputy Louis McRae, were sworn In
Charles Casad, Durango.
and took charge of their offices.
F. H. Colby and Mrs. Colby, Crystal
Lake, 111.
Try a New Mexican Want A, it
Roy Green, Cerrillos.
brings results.

Akers-Wagn-

N.

Salmon

FOLEY'S HONEY AND TAR COMSeferino Baca
POUND "CURES IN EVERY
Fischer Drug Co
CASE."
C. E. LInney
Mr. Jas. McCaffery, Mgr. of the E. C. Abbott
Schlitz Hotel, Omaha, Neb., recom- Miss Mugler
mends Foley's Honey and Tar Com- D Lowitzkl
St. Michael College
pound, because it cures in every case.
"I have used it myself and I have rec- Governor Prince
ommended it to many others who Judge MoFie
have since told me of its great cura- R. H. Hanna
tive power in diseases of th throat F. C. Wilson
and lungs." For all coughs and colds J H. Crist
it is speedily effective. "For sale 6? La Salle Restaurant
J. D. Sena
all druggists.

1.00
25

1

2.00
50

1.00
50
.50
50
1.00
1.00
,

50

.50
50
1.00
1.00

H. L. ORTIZ.

Attorney and Counsetlor-at-LaPracticing before all the courts n
the Territory.
Santa Fe
New Mexico
PROBERT & COMPANY
Investments
Latrls, Mines, Bonds & Stock.
Money Loaned for Investors
We have for sale general stocks of
Merchandise, Retail Lumber Yard
and other Business Opportunities
throughout Taoi county.
Bank References Furnished
New Mexico.
Taos,

DR.

J.

M. DIAZ,

DON GASPAR
AVE
Phone, 220 Red
OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
RESIDENCE,

Phone, 237 Black
OFFICE HOURS, 1 to 3 P. M.
DR. W. HUME BROWN,

Dentist
Over Spitz's Jewelry Store.
Rooms 1,

Phone Red

2

and

.3.

6.

Office Hours 8a. m.

to

5 p. m.

And by Appointment
STANDLEY G. SMALL, M. D.
Physician and Surgeon.
Office and Residence
Washington
Ave. next door to Public Library.
Offioe louirs 11 a. m. to 12:30 p.
2 tf v p. m. Evenings.
Phone Black 47.

a
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THE ENTIRE STOCK OF

-:- -

SANTA FE T RAIL
Is being offered at COST in Rooms Nos. 10 and 11 of second floor of Capital City Bank Building.
:
:
BLANKETS, POTTERY, BASKETS, etc., at LESS THAN WHOLESALE COST.

An exceptional opportunity to secure INDIAN
:

:

:

:

:

:

:

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, Receiver, Santa Fe Trail Curio Co.

Mi

at the
session of the presht
It was a record glorified
Congress.
by an unparalelled statesmanship of
We set the pace for
high character.
future Congresses as to quantity and
quality of legislative work done. It.
detracts nothing whatsoever from ouri
record that the President nullified by
his vetoes of the beneficient results
which would have (lowed from our
enlightened and patriotic endeavors.
"We made our record; he made his.
The people the court, of last lesort
in politics must decide the case upon
those records next November.
We
await thoir decision with confidence
and hope, believing that as we stand
tl'eir friends' here, they will prove to
be our friends at the ballot box.
we
"There is no reason
why
should not make as superb a vrcord
at this regular session as we made at
the extraordinary session. In that
faith we have entered upon our arduous, imortant and multifarious duties to the end and in the expectation
that if we present a united front during this session and go on redeeming
our promises as we did at the extraordinary session. Democrats everywhere will present a united front in
the campaign and on election day and
thereby win a sweeping
victory in
the cause of good government.
"Rome was not built in a day ;.nd it!
is impossible in the very nature of
things to enact into law in a few daysj
a few weeks or even in a few months
al'. the reforms for which we declared)
in the Denver platform. Some timorous persons fear we have traveled too
fast; some impatient ones assert that
wc. are too slow.
Judging, however,
by expressions of individuals and of
the public press, it may be reasonably concluded that we not only receive, but what is far better that we
deserve the approbation of nearly all
Democrats and Independents, as 'well
as the endorsement of many patriotic!
iii both House and Senate

S OF IHE FIRST

CLARK

STANDPATTERS

STATE LEGISLATURE
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Predicts It Will Take Miracle
to Bring
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WarringRepub-lican-

s

'
AMERICAN

PEOPLE

PROGRESS

Address of the Speaker Made
Last Evening at Jackson
Day Dinner.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Merrcani
Washington, D. C, Jan. 8 Speaker
Champ Clark's speech at the Jackson
Day Dinner here tonight was an appeal to all those who are opposed to
"standpatters" and to "st;tndpa.tr
policies to "stand together, pull together and work together." The only
hope of the country for progressive
legislation, he declared, lies in the
Democratic party because the "standpatters" are in the majority among
the Republicans.
Referring 1i the
party, the
split of the Republican
Speaker said it looked as though
nothing short of a miracle could
bring the warring factions together,
but at the same time he warned
against depending for success upon
opponent's dissentions.
desire
"Demoorats
progressive
'Indelegislation," said Mr. Clark.
pendent and divers Republicans want
it. The majority of the American
The only way to
people favor it.
.
M
.,.
achieve it is at the hands of DemoREV. J. W. CAMPBELL,
The Insurgent Republicans
crats.
Of Tucumcari, Who Will Represent Quay County in the House.
would, no doubt, enact some remedial
legislation if they could, hut the Republicans.
"The results of the November elecStandpatters are in the majority in
X in the legislature before statehood. that party and it looks as though they tions demonstrate conclusively
that
X Rev. J. W. Campbell, who waa elected will continue to dominate indefinite- the
X
Age 51 years.
canard
Republican
campaign
Born and educated in Virgi- - X to the legislature by the Democrats ly.
It may be for years and it may which has been overworked
many
X ot Quay county, is not only a success-nia.
be forever. They have control of the times to the effect that Democratic
X
ful newspaperman but also an ordain-- Republican machine and they will run supremacy breeds panics has been
Merchant.
X
ed minister of the Methodist cnurch. it over the Insurgents ruthlessly. The exploded forever for the places
Moved to West Virginia in
X 1900, to Oklahoma in 1902, to X Hp is a native of Virginia, where he Independents having
no
separate National issues and National issues
X was born on July 16, 1S60, and where
S Tucumcari in 1906.
party organization will make their in- alone were considered were the very
Ordained minister of the X he also received his schooling. He fluence felt at the polls by oting places where Democrats did the best.
X was in the mercantile business
in for those candidates who appear to This was notably the case in Massa-- '
Methodist church.
of
Tucumcari X Virginia in which he continued when most nearly approximate their stand- chusetts and in Joe Taggart's ConSecretary
X he moved to West Virginia in 1905,
X Chamber of Commerce.
ard; but as they can entertain no gressional District in Kansas and in
X
Editor and manager of the X and to Oklahoma in 1902. In 1906 he reasonable hope of remedial legisla Dan V. Stephens' district in NebrasX Tucumcari Sun.
X came to Tucumcari and took an active
tion from the Republican partyStand--so ka,
X part in building up the young city.
X
Married.
'
long as it is dominated by the
the people believe that
served as secretary of the Tucum- - patters, it is to be , hoped that they j "Evidently
the plan we agreed upon and
It may be unusual for a Methodist carl Chamber of Commerce and is at will give us their aid and comfort by
unon tn revise the tariff sched
minister to sit in the New Mexico present editor and manager of the voting for Democratic
candidates ule is wise. That being the case we
legislature but the clergy has been Tucumcari Sun.
this year. As the Insurgent Republi- will go on as we have begun, recans can achieve nothing except when vising the Tariff on Democratic lines,
working in conjunction with Demo- proceeding as rapidly as it is possiTIED DOWN.
JUDGE IRA A. ABBOTT
crats they would most easily and ble to revise it in a careful, scientific
CLEANING UP DOCKET. most certainly accomplish their pur20 Years of Slavery
How She Got
and painstaking way. In performing:
pose by voting for Democrats all along other patriotic and difficult tasks wej
Freedom.
His Successor Intends to Take Office the line.
We are politically some- invite the aid, comfort and assistance
Tomorrow Grand and Petit
what in the same condition which of all Democrats and of all who love
A dyspepsia veteran who writes
Juries Are Dismissed.
wise old Ben Franklin described him- - justice and who desire the prosperity
from one of England's charming rural
self and his compatriots to be in of the people and of all the people.
homes to tell how she won victory in
Judge Abbott was busily engaged at wheni after signing the Declaration
her 20 years' fight, naturally exults
'here
"On matters of principle
in her triumoh over the tea and cof- -' Albuquerque yesterday in cleaning up, of Independence, he exclaimed. "Now should be absolutely no compromise
we
shall
or
must
all
hang together
fee habit:
even to secure and retain unity but
the territorial docket and disposed of
each and every one should be willing
"I feel it a duty to tell you," she;.a number of cases which have been ,lnus
,
"One thing is clear as crystal," to yield on
.
mi. .J
which are
..!..
j
.
..
1,
t;
,.,.lin order to not matters of
principle for the general good in the efforts which we are
;ve10m"St
sire to let others who may be .uffer-- ! ment against J. S. Kelly for $1,007.50, '
d a
l
'' making for better government.
ing as I did know of the delightful on a promissory note. Of this amount hfad ho
"The Republicans seem to be utterlmethod by which I was relieved.
The grand
$U25 will bear interest.
.?re
quently
demoralized and split to pieces.
y
"I had suffered for 20 years from and petit juries for the September
impending contest It looks as though nothing short of a
were
which
of
us-court
,
term
the
district
that
the
dyspepsia, and
giddiness
c
,n
' jn
miracle will unite them. It. is not,
'
ually accompanies that painful ail- - enjoying a recess without pay for the
however, the part of wisdom lor us
were
formerly dismissed!
mpnt. anil which freniientlv nrostrat- last month,
Democratic
We owe the present
dise! me. I never drank much coffee, yesterday. A motion for a new trial- House to the splendid record of the t rely forfor success upon their
they may accidentally
milk did not in the case of Thania Mack, admin- House of Democrats of the 61st Con- - sentions,
and cocoa and even
That their quarrels,
get together.
agree with my impaired digestion, so istratrix of the estate of Thomas
unless composed, will help us there
I used tea exclusively,
till about a MacK deceased, against ii. rJaaaracco,
in
tiu
improvedi-stavastly
Our chief recan be no question.
vase w
i
year ago, wnen l touna in a pacicage j was v
c0ntry to that record plus the liance for success is to give to the
magnificent record of the Democrats people such a record of honest, inplaintiff obtained a judgment against
Road to Wellville.'
constructive
courageous,
telligent,
cer
of
the
Badaracco,
purchase
upon
of the
"After a careful reading
the
alstatesmanship as to convince
Home Treatment for
bcok I was curious to try Postum tain merchandise, on which it was
country beyond the shadow of a doubt
and sent for a package. ' I enjoyed leged no settlement had been made.
Tuberculosis
that we are worthy of the continued
it from the first, and at once gave up The judgment was for $31,93. The
Consumptive pntiontu need no longer
and enlarged confidence of the pubwas
of
the
The
suit
for
$300.
report
overtea in its favor.
drend either the fate that formerly
That is the straightest, plainest,
board of appraisers in the condemnatook all sufferers from lung trouble, or lic,
"I began to feel better very soon. tion
eostlv and often terribly inconvenient
shortest and easiest road to complete
in the case of ' the JoVmieys
proceedings
climates
to
other
home
from
far
the
me
first
after
My giddiness left
'iccess.
Pursuing that line of conof Albuquerque against Antonio or to some expensive sanatorium. Hunof Postum and my city
few days' use
now staying quietly at home duct, victory will perch upon our banGarcia et al., in connection with the dreds are
no
beyond
themselves
at
expense
stomach' became stronger so rapidly Dcrelas Contra
patch
matter was curing
the cost of a few bottles of medicine. ner whether the Republicans
that it was not long till I was able confirmed, but T.Aocquia
Here Is one who speaks from experience:
or not. We hold
differences
their
J- Apodaca one of
up
8. 4th St., Colwyn (Darby), Pa.
(as I am still) to take milk and many the defendants excepted to the ruling 20"(lentlemen:
For four years I was our own fortunes absolutely in our
other articles of food of which I was of the court, and
with couh. which gradually bp; own hands.
Let us not lose our golwill likely appeal. troubled
worse; I hail night sweats and pains
over conformerly compelled to deny myself. The suit of J. A. Skinner against Jose came
den opportunity through
I was losing mjf appetite
In uiv chest.
I have proved the truth of your A.
had become so thin and weak I could
reliance
fidence or upon
Nicolas Ortega upon and
and
A
Montoya
duties.
household
to
my
not attend
statement that Postuni 'makes good, a
.
upon the quarrels and factional fights
note for $100 was dis- physician pronounced my case (,'onsutrp-tio'npromissory
satisfied. I was examred blood.'
among our opponents."
missed It having been settled out of ined bvNotthe being
physicians of the Polyclinic
"I have become very enthusiastic court.
A judgment of $228.59 was Hospital; thev also pronounced the diswa
which
proven
over the merits of my new . table , iESUd. jn the case of the Hubbs Laun- - ease Consumption,
Set Out One of First Orchards-He- nry
later by an examination of sputum, ns
Miller, aged 51 years, who set
beverage, and during tne past, few dry Company against H. L. Lanham Tul'erculosis Bacilli was found. I was
My
to a Consumptive Hospital.
out one of the first orchards in the
months, have conducted a Postum and G. E. Jone-- . This suit was upon ordered
until
to
me
not
go
allow
would
nephew
Pecos valley, died at Roswell.
propaganda ' among my neighbors, a promissory note for $182.05 togeth- 1 hud tried Eckinan's Alterative.
taken the medicine three weeks
which has brought benefit to many er, with interest.
The note in the I had had
marked relief, night sweats ceased;
FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS.
and I shall continue to tell my friends case was given on August 8, 1910, by pain In the breast relieved; cough
loose and easy; fever left me and always give .atisf action because they
of the 'better way' 4ni which to re- the defendants who are business men I commenced
health
well.
My
I am In excellent health
Name given by Postum Co., of Artesia. The suit was filed on No- became normal. getting
joice."
always do the work. J. T. Shelnut,
and have been completely cured for
Battle Creek, Mich.
vember 20 last. F. E. Dunlavy
ob now
Bremen, Ga., says: "I have used Foley
it.
recommend
I
ten vears.
stronglv
""Read the little book, "The Road tained a judgment by default against
(Signed) (MRS.) MARY WASSON.
Kidney Pills with great satisfaction
In
Bron
effective
Alterative
Eckman's
"There's a Belden Bros., for $895.59. The suit' chitis.
and found more relief from their use
to Wellville," in pkgs.
Asthma. Hav Fever: Throat and
ma fllort, nn Mav 9S IflnQ nn fnnr; T.nni Timihlps. nnd In UDbuIliline the than from any other kidney medicine,
reason."
tSSSrt and I've tried almost all kinds. I can
Ever read the above letter? A notes upon which the suit was based
fccsman
new one appears from time to time. were executed In Trinidad1 in 1905. of cured cases nnd write to more
cheerfully recommend them to all
eviLaboratory, Philadelphia, Tn., for
"
They are genuine, true and full of hu- Each note was for $127.50, the inter- dence. For sale by all leading druggists and sufferers for kidney and bladder
est making the balance of the note. bj Zook's Pharmacy, anta Fe.
man interest
For sale by ail druggist
,
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TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY.
Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine
Tablets. Druggists refund money if it
fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S signature is on each box. 25c.
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Marcy Street.
:

A

horse.
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Wanted A girl for general housework. Address X, New Mexican.

To Club Presidents.

The time appointed for the first annual meeting of the Federated Women's Clubs in New .Mexico is rapidly
drawing near and it should be the
earnest endeavor of every club president and every loyal club woman to
hsve her club represented by the full
number of delegates to which it is
entitled and by an enthusiastic delegation beside whenever it is possible.
Ixive for and pride in our fair new
state should cause every woman
within her borders to eagerly desire a
part in preparing her to stand beside
her sister states the peer of any.
The best efforts of the best women
better still, of all the women of
this commonwealth are needed in the
work of state building, and since the
only means of expression for women
on public matters is through their organizations, it is at once their duty
and their privilege to make use of
these means for the proper and effective expression of their needs and
wishes.
When we examine the work being
the
done by our sister federations,
measures they are supporting, some
of them of national scope and benefit,
all of them uplifting and showing
forth the community spirit, it makes
us emulous to attain the same high
plane of civic excellence.
Then let us come together in convention, bringing as our best gifts,
a sincere love for our state and loyalty to her and our best interests. Let
none but the gravest reasons prevent
your coining, not even the lack of fins
raiment but clothe the mental woman
in the fabric of a fine intellectuality
and your garments will be bright as
the sun and your words of wisdom
will shine forth like apples of gold
in pictures of silver.
Nothing that is really worth while
is gained without personal effort and
sacrifice.
some degree of personal
The work we seek to do through organized women's club is of the worthiest and well worth sustained effort
and a degree of self sacrifice.
The Santa Fe system will contribute to the success of our first annual
meeting in the granting of a one and
fare rate to delegates and
members of the convention on all
their lines.
Let us then have at our first annual meeting even at the cost of personal effort or sacrifice such a grandvital with
ly enthusiastic meeting,
purpose and instinct with the spirit
of progress as will set a mark for
comparison for all future conventions.
JOHNSON.
. . LAURA WILSON

SA1.I--

7.30.

ALAN R.

WANTED Good milk cows.
The CHAS.
Rishop's ranch dairy. Phone Black

f

;

$4.306-T.25-

(T

4m

j

2879.

Brotherhood
of
Ameri&an Yeomen
Meets
Secon
and Fourth Thur

Death of Prominent Mason George
F. Poulsou, a prominent Mason of
of
Hagerman, Chaves county, died
pneumonia. The funeral took place at
Clifton, Texas.
Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N.

days, Fireman't

Hall. H. Foreman,
A. E. P. Robinson,
Cor. Sec. Fred F.
Alaria.

j

M.
9, 1911.

Santa Fe Camp

Vir-gini- o

May, 49; July, 45.
35.85.
9.32
8.80(gS2

A

15c.

RHEUMATISM

Kansas City.

Re
Cattle
ceipts 13,000, including 600 southerns.
Market steady to 10c lower. Native
steers $5.50gS.50; southern frteers
$4.756.25; southern cows and heifers $34.75; native cows and heifers
$3)57; stockers and feeders ?36:
calves
bulls $3.755.25;
$4.508;
western steers $4.757; western cows
9

STOMACH TROUBLES

KIDNEY AIUENITS

FAYWOOD

$35.

Market
Receipts. 15,000.
Bulk of sales $6
635; heavy $6.306.40; packers and
butchers $6.206.40; pigs $5.90 6.25;
pigs $4.255.50.
Market
Sheep
Receipts 10,000.
10 to 15c lower. Muttons $3.504.50;
fed wethers and
lambs $56.75;
yearlings. $45.60; fed ewes $2.75

-

ui

Have you eurninhec Kooms to Reit?
little campaign Want advertising
ir; the New Mexican will keep the income from your furnished rooms from
The classified columns are
Wool.
lapsing.
St. Louis, Mo., Jan. 9. Wool steady always looked up closely and it will
pay you well to uee them.
territory and western mediums 16
18c; fine mediums 1517c; fine 10

10c lower.

M.

13514,

tlSIf
e.

'limit

,W

bors welcome.

CHaS.

W. A.

ineets second

Tues-

day each month, w
cial meeting tUr4
at Elks
Tuesday
Hall. Visting neigh

A. G. WHITTTER, ConiuL
A. RISING. ClerV.

Try a New Mexican want ad.
brings results.

MEN

AND

WOMEN

FOR GOVERNMENT

It

WANTED

POSITIONS.

Free booklet tells about 360,000
protected positions in U. S. Civil Service.
More than 40,000 vacancies
lifetime
every year,
employment
Easy to get. Just ask for examination booklet . N:w Mexico Civil Service School, Albuquerque, N. M., Box
45Z

WOODY'S HACK LINE
Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
the north bouna train and arrives at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good covered- hacks and good
teams. Fare 55.00 round trip. Teams
furnished commercial men to take In
the surrounding towns. Wire Embudo
Station.

HOT SPRINGS
JL P.

Hogs

to

No.

Regular

convocation second
Monday of each montfii
at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. m.
FOR SALE One good
JOHN H. WALKER,
upright i
a
H. P.
condition;
piano in excellent
big bargain. Call ,ip black o2, or ad- ARTHUR SELIGMAX, Secretary.
dress box 375 S nta Fe.
Santa Fe Commander'
WW
No. 1, K. T. Regular
ROOMS FOIv KENT One, three,
conclave fourth Monor five nice, new, comfortable rooms
for rent at 237 Washington avenue.
day in each month at
y
i
,i.
jKHiiuuic nan ac
Large, handsome dining room, excepP m.
S
tionally nice and well suited for
CHAS. A. WHEELON, E. C.
boarders.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
TYPEWR!TERS.
Santa Fe lodge el
Clenned, adjusted and repaired. Ne"
Peifection No. 1, 14th
platens furnished. Ribbons and sup
plies.
degree. Ancient and AcTypewriters sold, exchangeo
rented. Standard makes handled
cepted Scottish Rite of
All repair work and typewrites guar
Free Masonry meets on
anteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter Ex the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening la
change. Phone 231
Masonic Hall, south side of Flasa.
lower.
Beeves $4.75!( $.50; Texas Visiting f cotish Rite Masons are corsteers $.30fg-5.S0western .steers dially invited to attend.
stockers and feeders
S. G. CARTWRIGHT. 32.
stockers and feeders $3.30
Venerable Master.
5 90; cows
and heifers $45.o0; HENRt F, STEPHENS, 32
calves $68.50.
Secretary.
Market
Receipts 35,000.
Hogs
5
10c
to
lower.
quiet,
Light $6.10(f
B. P. O. E.
C.45; mixed $G.15ifi;6.55; heavy $6.15
Banta Fe Lodge No,
6.G0;
rough $6.15f G.30; good to
480, B. P. O. E, holdi
choice heavy $6.306.00; pigs $4.90
iti regular session on
ft'3.75; bulk $6.3016.90; pigs $4.90
the second and fourta
5.75; bulk of sales $6.30(S6.50.
of each
Wednesday
Market
Sheep
Receipts 25,000.
month. Visiting brothsteady. Native $:!.25(fi4.85; western
ers are invited am4
$?.504.8r; yearlings $5ff6; lambs,
welcome.
native $5.25(5 7.10; western $5.25i
CARL A. BISHOP.
710.
J. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler.
Cotton.
Secretary.
New York, N. Y., Jan. 9 Cotton
spot closed quiet, 10 points lower.
F. W. FARMER
$9.50 middling
Middling uplands,
Homestesd No.
gulf, 9.75. No sales.

2

5

R. A. M.

ROOM FOR RENT One nicely furnished room. Modern conveniences,
li t Johnson street, Mrs. C. A. Haynes.

2

Kansas City, Jan.

W. M.

Secretary.

Santa Fe Chapter
1,

MARKETJEPORT

January,
January,
January,

Mc CORD,

E. L1NNEY.

230.

December
Notice is hereby given that
Quintana, of Rowp, N. M., who,
on June 11, 1907, made Homestead
Section
04507, No. 11G11, for NE
10, Township 16 N, Range 13 E, Meridian, has filed notice of intention
Closing Quotations.
to make final five year proof, to es9.
Call
Jan.
N.
New York,
Y.,
tablish claim to the land above deprime paper, i((p scribed, before register or receiver,
money, 2
4
silver, 55; Mexican dollars, 47; V. S. Land office, at Santa Fe, N. M.
Tin, 43 30
copper, 14.14
on he ICth day of January, 1912.
44.011; lead,
440450; amalgamated,
Claimant names as witnesses:
G5; sugar, 114B; Atchison, 105; Great
Crescendo Roibal of Rowe, N. M.
N. Y. Central, Manuel Garcia of
Northern, 127
Fulton, N. M. Her- 10G
Northern Pacific, extra divi- menejildo Quintana of Rowe, N. M.
Southern Victor Valencia of Rowe, N. M.
dend, 11G; Reading, 148
Union
Pacific,
Pacific, 109
MANUEL R. OTERO,
ICG
steel, G6; steel, pfd., 110
Register.
Lead and Zinc.
9.
Lead
St. Louis, Mo., Jan.
steady
Are You a SellerT An atlvertlse-men- t
4.35; Spelter stronger 6.35(7( 40.
in the classified columns of the
Grain and Provisions.
New Mexican will put your real estate
Chicago, 111., Jan. 9. Wheat May, Inn 'ha mnrUot offset! vl V Tf will Tint
100
the facts of your property before tb
July, 94
Corn May, 64
July G4
eyes of all possible buyet.
Oats
Pork
Lard
Ribs

I".

Montezuma
Lodge
No. 1, 4. F. & A. M.
Regular coram uni'
cation first Monday
of each month at
Masonic - Hall a

Steed & Son

It cures, and you remain cured,
we know, and you will if you try it.
CARPENTERS
lionceaea xne greatest noncj maici
on earth.
CABINET
AND
MAKERS.
Why not visit Faywood Hot Springs
first, since you will eventually go
there anyway?
FURNITURE MADE TO ORDER
Hotel.
Perfect
Large Modern
4 10.
SIGN PAINTING NEATLY DOME
Climate. Booklet
Chicago.
T. C. McDERMOTT,
Chicago, Jan. 9. Cattle
Receipts;
Phone. Red IIS
"The Faywood," Faywood, N. M. All Work Guaranteed
Market slow, 10 to 20 cents j
15,000.
;

t
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Phone No. 4.

F. Andrews

GROCERY, BAKER.Y

Phone

No. 4.

AND MARKET.

GROCERIES.
We have

BAKERY.

everything, Imported and Domestic.

The best of Bread, Pies, Cakes, Doughnuts, Cookies,
W afers, Macaroons,
Buns, Rolls, etc.

MARKET.

We handle nothing

but the Best Packing House
Sausages, etc. We have at all times a good supply of Poultry Hens, Springs, Turkeys and Ducks. In
fact, everything usually carried in a first-clamarket.
Goods-Me-

ats,

ss

F. Andrews

Phone No. 4.

WE RECOMMEND

Phone No. 4.

TO YOU THE

GMEN

mm

The kind of a watch that will give you, your son, your grand
son, accurate time under all conditions, because it is
THE FINEST PRACTICAL POCKET TIMEPIECE MADE IN THE WORLD

We have them the regular sizes and the NEW PRECISION
VERITKIN MODELS FOR MEN AND WOMEN cased in an endless variety of distinctive, original 14 and 18kt gold cases. Wo ask
the favor and privilege of showing you our assortment.

" It's the Watch for You."

SPITZ, THE JEWELER
Perfect service in our watch
is our hobby. Try it.

NOTE

repair-departme-

S. LOWITZKI

.

Two Good
Two
One

Second-han-

"

"
Second-han-

One

"

One

"

d

Saddles and Bridles

d

-

Ranges with Reservoirs
Golden Oak
..
Buffet,

"
"

Combination

Bookcase

Marble Top Cen. Table
One Roll Top Desk

One Typewriter Desk,

All Go At Bargains
PHONE 56
SANTA
BLACK,

V

ire

.i.f

!

FE,

N. M.

nt

T

advertisement of the Clarendon Gar- clerk, C. A. Rising; escort, A, E. P.
dens on page five.
watchman, F. alcBride;
Robinson;
ROUND UP.
Zook's Benzoin Witch Hazel and sentry, C. Kiesov; manager, C. F.
Almond Cream gives sasrsracr.on in
the way of smooth, soft, perfect skin,
Only a few of those evening Scarfs
25c per bottle.
WEATHER.
left. See them for tney are a bargain.
X
of
Denver, Colo., Jan. 9. Fore- - X
Arrive
Trains
Many
Delayed
Miss A, Mugler.
cast Colorado
tonight and X the delayed trains including Nos. 9 Too Much Drink in Both Cases
exX and 3 from the East, on me A. T. and
Wednesday generally fair,
X cept snow in mountain dis- - X S. F. R. R., which have been snow Two divorce cases, one xhe complex
X tricts; cooler in central por- - X bound in western Kansas and north- - antithesis of the other was filed in
the district court Thursday afternoon.
j X
tion and warmer in west por-- X era New Mexico, arrived this
In the first Lucilla M. Tueni as plainX tion tonight.
x
husX
New Mexico tonight fair and X
In shaving, remeirer that Zook's tiff, sues for a divorce from her
X warmer.
Wednesday general- - X Bay Rum is a fine antiseptic. Have it band, Clarence L. Tuen, charging
,
drunkenness and
among
X ly fair.
X handy.
ether things. In the other case,
XXXXXXXXXXXXXSXS
Arthur
State
Appointed
Manager
which is that of Press P. Doughty as
E P. Robinson has been appointed
One Year's Supply Toilet Paper $1.
plaintiff, and his wife Helen P. E.
at Goebels.
Doughty, as defendant, the husband
WANTED Clean
is suing the wife for divorce on the
cotton rags-f- our
same grounds,
cents per pound. New Mexican
viz:
drunkenness,
BP"
office.
abandonment and desertion. Roswell
.
High grade Millinery at half regular
Register Tribune.
OTP
rt"fHE

DAILY
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REPUBLICANS UNITED IN
KANSAS SEVENTH DISTRICT.

french cabinet threatened

However, Little Interest is Manifested in Congressional Election
Today.

Minister of Foreign Affairs Resigns
Because of Differences With
Premier Caillaux.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Hutchinson, Kans., Jan. 9. Voters
of the seventh district have &hown
little excitement over the Congres-- :
E'onal campaign which will end with
the election today of a successor to
the late E. H. Maddison. The Repub-- i
licans of the district are united in
their support of Judge F. L. Martin
and the Democrats are standing by
O. A. Neeley, who was the opponent
of Maddison at the last election.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Paris, Jan. 9. M. de Selves, minister of foreign affairs in the Cabinet
of Premier Caillaux, resigned today
because of a difference with the premier. Another resignation of a cabinet minister was rumored in the
Senate this evening when it was

with Disruption.

Ka-ne-

J

price. Miss A. Mugler.
Cleaning Up Streets City Marshal
Sena has a force of men at work
Cleaning up the streets for inauguration day next Monday.
W. N. Townsend & Co., the enterprising dry goods house has started
another of its annual lace sales. See
advertisement on page 5.
The most balsamic expectorant is
Zook's White Pine and Tar (Mentholated) ; very soothing to the throat.
Bank Sold The Sierra
Hiilsbcro
county bank at Hillsboro has been
purchased by J. Korber, J. B. Hern-doof Albuquerque, and A. M. Gillespie of Clint, Texas.
A good 5x7 lastman camera
for
sale cheap. Inquire at Phonograph
Store, over Kaune's.
Arrested Under
Edmunds
Act
Amado Aragon and Francisquita Garcia were arrested at Taos under the
Edmunds act, but the territory having no jurisdiction, they were discharged' from custody.
Big Shoe sale at cost and below
test. The advertisement of B. Tonies
on page four will give you full details.
Moved
Into New
Building La
Opinion Publica, of which Elfego
IJaca, the forceful Republican leader,
is the publisher and editor, has moved
into its fine new building at Albuquerque.
Holstein Cows, two carloads tuber-culininspected, fresh and coming
fresh, for sale. Apply at once Win. E.
Gray, care Cattle Sanitary Board, Albuquerque.
Fire at Artesia A little over a
thousand dollars worth of damage
was done by a fire at Artesia, Eddy
a
county, which partially destroyed
building occupied by the Home Bakery and singed two adjoining frame

EIGHT WORKINGMEN MEET
HORRIBLE DEATH.

I

Eleven Others Seriously Injured
Bursting of Gun Mould at
Angouleme, France.

By

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)

France. Jan. 9.
Eight steel moulders met a horrible
death and eleven others were
injured today by the bursting of a
gun mould at the government naval
arsenal near Angouleme.
Ruelle-Sur-Touvr-

n

'J'M
ARTHUR

E.

i

;

stated that administrator of Justice
Jean Cruppi, had given up his

NOTICE.
We have sold our livery hack and
EXPRESS
KNICKERBOCKER
baggage business to Mr. J. R. Creath
JOLTED IN STORM. of
Artesia, X. M., who has moved to
Santa Fe to make this his home and
Train Crashes Into Two Freight En- continue the business at the same old
gines But Passengers Escape
stand under the name of the Star
With Shaking Up.
Barn.
Weare leaving all our accounts
(Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Dunkirk, N. Y., Jan. 9. Passengers with Mr. Creath and all parties owon the Lake Shore railroad's "Knick- ing us will please call at the Star
erbocker Special" eastbound, receiv- Barn and settle same.
We r, wish to thank the citizens of
ed a severe shaking up, but escaped
iEjury today when in a blinding snow Santa Fe for their liberal support
storm, the express crashed into two during our stay here and bespeak for
freight engines running light near Mr. Creath the same liberal support
here. The engines were demolished and courtesy shown us.
Yours truly,
and three members of their crews
THE MORGAN LIVERY CO.
were slightly hurt.
-

t

P. ROBINSON.

state manager of the Yeomen and
will devote his entire time to organizing new lodges and looking after
the welfare of the order in New Mex
ico.
If You Are

j

'

Interested

in modern
centrally located offices we refer you
to the advertisement of Joseph B.
Hayward, Manager.
"Youth Carried Brass Knucks H. C.
Trigg, a youth still in his teens who
attended school at Roswell, pleaded
guilty to carrying brass knucks, in
connection with an assault upon F.
H. Ingle, a printer. He was held in
$1,000 bond on a charge of robbery
and was fined $50 and costs for carrying brass knucks. Triggs left for
his home at Austin, Texas.
Alleged Cattle Rustlers In the arrest yesterday near , Lucero, Bernalillo county, of Julian Lucero, Atilano
Tapia and Santiago Garcia, Deputy
Sheriff Quirino Coulter is believed to
structures.
A Requiem Mass Tomorrow
at 7 have arrested the men responsible for
o'clock a mass will be celebrated at a series of cattle thefts in that region
St. Francis Cathedral for the repose which have extended over some
o the soul of the late Mrs. Faustina months.
R. Oyaca who died on the 27ih of
Modern
Woodmen
Meet
The
December, 1911. All friends and rela- Woodmen of America will install oftives of the deceased are invited to ficers for the
coming year" tonight at
attend.
the.Firemen's Hall. The new officers
Now is the Time to order your jare:
Consul, A. G. Whittier; adviser,
flowers for the Inaugural ball. See ' C. E. Linney; oanker, C. L. Bowlds;
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dollar
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Buys a DljaiOJfo EDGE safety razor.
A
German silver
head and handle,, with seven
blades and stropper.

C- -

g,

A

ft

if

investment 1

V- -

t

t C
Figure it out. Suppose you go to the barber
I
twice a week. At 10 cents per shave
you pr.y hhn $10.40 per year. More than M C
ona thousand per cent on the investment,
vMw
y
shaving yourself daily, if necessary, jg CJ
Cj
you present the very best appearancs
A XfPjj
CI
at iI times You will find your
eP$$
t-- H

f4 Wi
fet

e

J

'n perect concon

xkPi '11
Nk.Ov

.

&t

g

eriC

"SpivofD Edge is ji QijutyPlesgm"

Santa Fe Hardware & Supply

Co.

i-v

I

ON TAILOR-MAD- E

CLOTHES FOR WEN

AND YOUNG MEN'S WINTER SUITS.

ai

TAILORING

.Jam

IS A TRADE BY ITSELF.

Our many

Suits taught
experience in the Tailor-Mad- e
us that the best advertisement is the best work. We are
capable of doing the finest kind of tailoring and the more
artistic fitting garment that anybody on earth can build.
We aim to advertise our splendid tailoring in this way, and
so our business grows.

$25.00 and $30.00
suits now tor

$15.0'

Our reputation in the TAILOR-MADCLOTHES is well
known to you all -- that we make nothing but the finest workmanship, and when you wear Salmon's Suits you are dressed
to perfection. We will be pleased to show you the hand
some woolens. The patterns are new and were never
more attractive.
E

$35.00 Suits
Overcoats the Same Price

H

7

0

T0

MEN AND W0MEN!
If you have a Suit or a Dress
for repairing and cleaning, bring it to the Big Store. Ed.
work. If you think
Syufy is in charge, doing only first-clas- s
of
anything
your clothes, put them in his hands.

NftTIfP
QPPflAI nU
I I
Ol

LvliL,

WE WILL MAKE YOU AN
This Store is the Home of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes

UP-TO-DA- TE

Coi'j right Hart Schoffner & Mcxx

S

DRESS SUIT FOR $37.50

SALMOM

